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TUESDAY, ,1111 Y 20, 1993

Ledger ik Times
MURRAY KY 42071

MEETINGS
Local public agencies that will
conduct meetings this week
include:
PLANNING COMMISSION
•The Murray Planning Commission will meet in regular
session Tuesday, July 20, at 7
p.m. in the council chambers
of City Hall.
BOARD OF ZONING
•The Murray Board of Zoning
Adjustments will meet in regu-tar session -Wednesday-, My21, at 5:15 p.m. in the council
chambers of City Hall.
CITY COUNCIL
*The Murray City Council will
meet in regular session Thursday. July 22, at 7:30 p.m. in
the council chambers of City
Hall.
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Clinton replaces
Sessions at FBI

ment to an FBI whose only beacon
is the rule of law, whose sole
Associated Press Writer
task is protecting all our people
WASHINGTON (AP)- Presi- from crime and violence."
"The FBI must stand for absodent Clinton 'today announced his
nomination of federal judge lute integrity and be free of any
Luis Freeh, a Former FBI agent politicat-influence,"- he added.
Frcch was appointed to the
and federal prosecutor, to succeed fired director William Ses- bench by President Bush in 1991
after five years as an FBI. agent
sions as FBI director.
Clinton called the 43-year-old and a decade as a federal prosedistrict judge from Manhattan "a cutor. As a prosecutor, he spelaw enforcement legend." Freeh cialized in investigating organhas spent nearly his entire career ized crime.
Clinton interviewed Freeh at
in government service, much of it
the White House last Friday and
investigating organized crime.
The announcement, made by aides said he had been the only
INSIDE
Clinton during a brief Rose Gar- _ candidate for the FBI post under
den ceremony attended by active consideration.
!ARLINGTON, Texas
Clinton said hoped -for Frech's
Frech's family and friends, came
Nolan Ryan took 72 days off
_confirmation" to the
"speedy
Seshe
dismissed
just
a
day
after
before returning to the mound.
term.
10-year
dramatic
sixsions,
ending
a
his
took
Once .he got there, he
month confrontation.
own sweet time. Page 6
White House Press Secretary
"He is experienced, energetic
Dee Myers said today that
Dee
*ATLANTA - Brian Jorand independent. He will he both
confirmation was hoped for,
swift
dan is beginning to show the
fbr
the
good and tough - good
because "he went through
part
in
St. Louis Cardinals what he
FBI and tough on criminals,"
can do in a baseball uniform, - Clinton said In- announcing the process only two years ago."
Jordan, a former Atlanta
Free h's „nominatioa...--...---- Senate Republican Leader Bob
Falcons safety, had three hits,
Freeh, • who spoke after Clin- Dole of Kansas called the firing
_including a_ pair of solo home_ -ton,-said:-"If-confirnied--by-the -pate rttia
wori'es-nme
f S-0
runs, to help the Cardinals
Senate, t -pledge my total commit- precedent."
beat the Atlanta Braves 4-0
Monday night. Page 6 •
'HARLINGEN, Texas (AP)
-- An 82-year-old rancher was
killed by a swarm of killer
bees in the first deadly attack
in the United States since the
pests first appeared in this
country in 1990. Page 12

FORECAST
Today, mostly sunny and hot.
Highs in the lower 90s. Light
north wind. Tonight, mostly
clear. Lows 70 to 75 with a light
wind. Wednesday, partly sunny,
very warm and more humid. A
30 percent chance of thunder-

By TOM RAUM

Police awaiting
ID on human skull

A human skull that was discovered July 14 in Calloway County is
now at the Kentucky State Police Crime Lab in Madisonville.
Calloway County Deputy Stan Scott, who is investigating the case,
said the skull is at the lab_ and he is waiting for a possible identification from doctors there.
•,
He said he was not sure when results would be released.
Sheriff J.D. Williams said last week the skull was found in Shady
Oaks Mobile Home Park.
Authorities are refusing to comment further on the case and no
other details are being released at this time. Scott said the investigation is .continuing.

storms with highs in the lower
90s.

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY - 88°
358.5, +0.2; below 313.8, +0.4
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
a.m.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

OFFICE INFO
To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday; 8 am.-noon Saturday.

No new levees
expected for area
BARDWELL, Ky. (AP) - prohibitive. 1 don't know exactly
New levees to protect crops in
what it would cost now, but it
the Mississippi River basin of would probably be a lot cheaper
western Kentucky are not likely, for the federal government.-- the
the state's'top agricultural official - taxpayers -- to help out from
said.
time to time than to build new
But farmers who will lose an
levees just for agricultural use,"
estimated 44,000 acres of crops
Logsdon said.
Logsdon, U.S. Department of
in Ballard, Carlisle, Hickman and
Agriculture officials and a repFulton counties because of current flooding deserve a share of resentative of Sen. Wendell Ford,
federal disaster assistance, Agri- D-Ky., met with farmers Monday
culture Commissioner Ed Logs- night at the Carlisle County
Courthouse.
don said Monday.
"I'm trying to help out with
"The decision on where they
these 44,000 to 50,000 acres that
put the levees was made many
years ago (in the 1930s and '40s)
and now the costs would be so • TURN TO PAGE 2

AFTERNOON - 50 CENTS

First-Time Freshman Enrollment 1--% • p
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
1991

CALLOWAY
MARSHALL
GRAVES
MCCRACKEN
CHRISTIAN
UNION
HOPKINS
TRIGG
HENDERSON
CRITTENDEN
LYON
FULTON
LIVINGSTON
HICKMAN
BALLARD
CALDWELL
CARLISLE
WEBSTER
Subtotal

Total FTF
Head count Head count MKT shore
184
946%
174
150
507%
76
206
39.8%
82
445
47
10.6%
710
2.7%,
19
125
12.8%
16
352
9.9%
35
62
242%
15_
304
57
32
24
44
34
57
73 ,
35
96
2,990

- 13
12
9
15
16
22
16
23
58
603

4.3%
21.1%
28.1%
62.5%
36.4%
64.7%
28.1%
31.5%
14.3%
o
8.30/0
202%

Heod

count

MKT she

144

66
54
46
25
18
16
15
15
11
11
11
9
8

82
27
77
2,484

7
A.

9)7%
-528%
31 ,0%
4.7%

' 7%
210
217%
69%
196%
23.9%
52.4%
22.0%
57.1%
15.1%
8.5%
22.2°J;

0
470

18.9%

STACEY CROOK:Ledger & Imes graphic

It's all in the numbers...
oosting enrollment is key
By AMY WILSON
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

With Murray State University
facing an additional round .of
budget reductions and administrators-scurrying to find ways to get
extra revenue, the main • source
seems, to be boosting enrollment.
Sid Easley. vice chairman of
the Murray State board- of
regents, said the university has
the challenge of increasing state
funding and honoring the responsibility of providing quality higher education opportunities for
-western Kentucky students. ,
"For each student, we receive
approximately S3,500 in state
money plus tuition, fees, room
and board," Easley said. "In our
2 Lounty-geTViCe region,
college-bound students attending
MSU have declined from a low
25 percent in 1988 to 18 percent
in 1992.
- "Simply put, an increase in student population attacks our-financial problems and responds to our
obligation," he said.
Fall- 1993 pre-registration figures indicate a total headcount of
6,709. More students are
expected through late reAstration
Aug..2324, as well as registration at off-campus sites.
The Office of School Relations
is in charge of recruiting students
through visits to high schools,
college nights and campus tours.
"I think the major problem is
accessibility to students," said
Paul Radke, director.
Many high schools allow college counselors to speak to
seniors in the English classes. In
the past, counselors had to set up
a table outside the lunchroom,

"Lunchroom visits are the most unproductive
things on the face of this earth."
--Paul Radke
which prevented them from hay.
ing direct access to the students.
"Doing the lunchroom visits
are big stumbling blocks when
we know there are students there
we -can - talk to." Radkc said..
"Lunchroom visits arc the most
unproductive things on the face
of this 'earth."
Last year. the board of regents
approved a policy that within the
next three years, there should he
an increase of 600 full-time
students.
"I sec it as a mixture of
recruiting and ,retention," Radke
said.
A new marketing concept has
been proposed which would
recruit students from major metropolitan areas such as Nashville,
Chicago, Memphis.and St. Louis.
"1 think people understand that
in order to increase enrollment.
you have to increase the pool of
students," Radkc said. "That
doesn't mean we arc going to
give our backyard any less attention.
"The positive indicator of success is our prospect pool," he
said. "The more students that are
available, the greater the chance
of getting a larger freshman
class."
Much concern has been
expressed about taking care of
MSU's service region before
searching for outside markets.
"I'd hate to sacrifice Christian

County for an out-o1-state market," said regent Arlivia Gamble.
"Christian County has the second
highest minority population. I'd
hope it gets a larger piece of the
pie because_ we are ,not getting
our fair share."
According to fall preregistration figures, MSU has
increased the number of new
African-American freshmen by
27 percent.
"There is now going to he an
individual whose sole responsibility will be to recruit minorities," Radke said. "We have
boosted our minority scholarships
to help us compete in the
market."
One example is the Marvin
Mills Scholarship program, which
offers full tutition, room and
board.
- "We went out on a limb and
said we needed additional funds
to put into the Mills Scholarship," Radke said. "I 'am excited
about this."
Within the service region,
MSU has to compete with community colleges. In the counties
with community colleges, such as
McCracken, Christian, Hopkins,
Daviess and Henderson, the
freshman numbers are low.
"Our market share has
decreased, but so has everybody's," Radke said.
• TURN TO PAGE 2

Hearing on Ginsburg begins
opening moments of the hearing._
No serious opposition has surfaced to her appointment,
WASHINGTON (AP)- With although hearings are expected to
a tribute to feminist leaders of the last the balance of the week.
past, Supreme Court nominee
"My guess is that she will be
Ruth Bader Ginsburg faced her approved unanimously," said
confirmatiOn hearing today, Sen. Paul Simon,
a cornpromising a judicial approach .mittee member.
that seeks to "get it right" withIf confirmed, Ginsburg would
out regard to political philosophy. become the first justice named by
In testimony prepared for a Democratic president since
Senate Judiciary Committee hear- Lyndon Johnson's era, and the
ings, the 60-year-old federal second %yeoman to ascend to the
appellate judge said it would be high court.
wrong for her to say how she
In her prepared statement, she
would view specific issues, such paid homage to early feminist
as abortion, that are confronted leaders Susan B. Anthony, Eliby the high court.
zabeth Cady Stanton and Harriet
"A judge sworn to decide Tubman.
impartially can offer no forecasts,
"In my lifetime, I expect to
no hints," she said, adding that see three, four and perhaps even
"it would display disdain for the more women on the high court
entire judicial process."
bench," she added.
Ginsburg sat quietly at the red
felt-covered witness table as the
President Clinton wants the
panel's Chairman, Sen. Joseph Senate to confirm Ginsburg to
Bidcn of Delaware, and Republi- replace retired Justice Byron R.
can -On-in Hatch of Utah wel- White before Congress recesses
comed her graciously in the in early August.
By LAURIE ASSEO
Associated Press Writer

By DAVID RAMEY
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

• TURN TO PAGE 2

157

1992 LI ---

125
174
584
528
108
308
69
216
56
46
21
41
14

Source Kentucky College and University Enrolment Origins CHE

CHR visits
Kids Company
Murray City School officials
are hoping that a visit this past
Friday from the Cabinet for
Human Resources' Division of
Licensing and Regulation will put
an end to the Kids Company
controversy.
Peggy Johnson of the Division
of Licensing and Regulation visited the site of Kids Company at
Robertson Elementary School on
Friday, and told Murray City
School officials that she would
recommend licensing for the daycare program.
Kids Company is an afterschool program for students in
grades kindergarten through six
at Robertson Elementary. It is
also operated as an all-day summer progam.
This past spring, Kids Company director Pam Thornton rcs-

Total FTF
Head count

-

_ANL
DAVID RAMEY,Ledger IL Times photo

Jessica Wilburn and Elizabeth Johnson, both age 8, are two of the
75 children enrolled this summer at Kids Company.
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Rostenkowski may have received embezzled funds
•

By

LAM SABOASAK

IldissMiled PIUS WISE

NASHINCITM ‘AP w
Rep
Dan Rostenkowski. one of the
most influential members in Congress. laces fresh scrutiny in the
House Post Office scandal
because of court documenu that
suggest he may have received
embenled funds
There was no comment from
Rostenkowski on the developments Monday in which former
House Postmaster Robert ROI&
pleaded guilty to conspiracy and

einhearlement charges
As part at federal court posts
(Sled in Ross's pips. Rota coshe had milked with —Congressman A mid Congresses's
B." who were "keowingly
embezzling and coevertieg" post
office funds to their owe me.
The papers did not idestify the
lawmakers by same. But they
contain dates aed amounts of
vouchers submitted to the post
office for stamp purchases that
match vouchers submitted by
Rostenkowski and former Rep.
Joseph Kolter. 1)-Pa., as recorded

iiitioAdolic

records

issued b) the

A $0111CC close so the sevestiga
um, speaking only ors condition
of aeonyseity. confirmed that
Rosteekowski was Congressman
A tied Bolter was Coegressinan
B.
Neither Rostenkowski not Kol
set could be reached for comment, but both previously have
denied any wrongdoing in connection with the House Post
Office investigation. Koller is no
longer in Congress; Rostenkowski, who is serving his 18th term,
is chairman of the House Ways

aid Mews Cammittm sad the
House's posit n5an in commaIse talks wwhihe Steam es President Clinton's deficit-redecuon
legislation

•

The Post Office investigatioe
has dogged Rosteekowski. investigators have probed his fieencial
affairs and campaign practices
outside the post office.
U.S. Attorney J. Ramsey Johnson made clear that he felt prosecutors achieved a breakthrough
with Rota's guilty plea, which
was made in return for an agreement that prosecutors would not
press additional charges.

•Levees...
FROM PAGE 1
have the potential to bring in
more than 520 million in .a normal year," Logsdon said.
"We're not down here to get our
picture taken."
More than 36,0(X) acres of lush
soybean crops were submerged
Monday wiping out yields valued
at S15 million, Logsdon said. At
least 8,0(X) more acres will be
flooded by the time the Mississippi crests late this week, raising
the yield-loss total to between
$17.5 million to $25 million, he
said.
Add the S5 million to $7 million farmers invested to plant the
crops and total losses could
approach $32 million, Logsdon
added.

All Summer Merchandise Drastically Reduced
0/
/0

OFF

Cities and homes have escaped
damage in Kentucky, and officials expect losses only in agricultural bottomlands unprotected
by levees.
Nobody has died in Kentucky's
flooding.

KENTUCKY
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was assigned the job of finding
the state cars, putting them on the
books, getting some of them off
the road and many of them ouLof
personal driveways.
Mulloy acknowledged Monday
there is no exact number yet on
how many passenger vehicles the
state actually owns, but it's
somewhere around 12,000.
One of the first jobs is to cut
the number of vehicles that are
assigned to specific individuals
from about 3,000 to about 2,000.
Mulloy has found a lot of
resistance to giving up those state
cars.

•CHR visits...
FROM PAGE 1
igncd after two part-time employees brought charges alleging
abuse, which prompted an investigation by Cabinet for Human
Resources Protective Services.
But Jean Hurt, principal at
Robertson Elementary, said Kids
Company has put the past behind
it.
"We've had a great summer
and we're looking forward to our
after-school program in the fall,"
Hurt said. "We feel things have
been very successful."
Johnson's visit on Friday was
the second in the last four months
from the Cabinet, as Kids- Company has applied for a day-care
license. The Cabinet .for Human
Resources has been looking at
equipment and programming at
the facility.
Kids Company hopes to get
written notification that it has
been granted a license in the next
two months.
"We'll be recommended for
our licens," Hurt said. "And we
feel good about it."
Kids Company also had no

deficiencies reported, according
to Tina Dunn, co-director.
When Kids Company was
started eight years ago, Murray
City School officials were told
the after-school program required
no license. Earlier this year, however, the system was notified that
it must be licensed as a day-care
facility.
Dunn said summer enrollment
has averaged 75 children, which
is up over previous years.
Activities for the summer have
included weekly field trips, and a
variety of programs based on the
Kentucky Education Reform Act
(KERA).
"We've spent a lot of time on
staff development," Dunn said.
But the program is also
designed for children to enjoy the
time spent at Kids Company.
"We want them to have fun,
but to learn," Dunn said.
Recent and upcoming field
trips include visits to Fort Donelson; Barkley Dam; Wonder
Waters, Woodlands Nature Center, Wrather Museum and WPSDTV.

FROM PAGE 1
Students select community colleges for convenience and cost,
he said. They are able to live at
home, keep their jobs and attend
classes.
One of the drawbacks of
attending a community college is

that extra-curricular activities do
not play a large role in the educational process.
"The four-year institutions arc
going to have to find new, crei:five' ways to inform families earlier about the advantages of a
four-year institution over a twoyear institution," Radice said.

LOCAL NEWS ROUNDUP
MAN CHARGED WITH ENDANGERMENT

According to reports from the Murray Police Department, S.M. Henley, Murray, was arrested on a warrant July 17 charging him with two counts of wanton endangerment.

75.3.3111

AIR CONDITIONERS STOLEN

Gary Clouse, At. 2 Murray, reported to the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department that two air conditioners, valued at $350, were stolen from his
lake home at an unknown time. The theft is under investigation.

MAN CHARGED WITH INTOXICATION

Dickie Roberts, 42, At. 1 Murray, was charged with alcohol intoxication by
Calloway, County sheriff's deputies July 18.

MAN ARRESTED AFTER PROBATION VIOLATION

John Steven Marshall, 33, Eva, Tenn., was arrested July 16 and charged
with probation violation and contempt of court, according to reports from the
Calloway County Sheriff's Department. Marshall was lodged in the Calloway
County Jail in lieu of $7,897.50 bond.

THE 1993 WEST KENTUCKY BIBLE LECTURES

Saturday, July 24th and Sunday, July 25th
\

••••••

Baskin(I)Robbins
Olympic Plaza

Announcing...

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The great state car hunt
continues.
Lisa Payne finds them during
calls from disgruntled or jealous
employees complaining about
supervisors still treating state cars
as their own. There are occasional news reports and sometimes
agencies themselves admit to
having a few extra vehicles just
laying around. Occasionally, she
awls over. a bureaucratic rock
and finds a state 'car parked
underneath.
Payne, executive assistant to
Finance Secretary Pat Mulloys

Woodcrafters Furniture Store reported to Murray police that a license plate,
number LAV-706, had been stolen July 17. The theft is under investigation.

Yogurt, sugar free tat free
& life ice cream

753-4872

out of woodwork

LICENSE PLATE REPORTED STOLEN

Alter

202 S. 5th St.
Murray

State

•Boosting•••

KAREN COVERT
Classifieds Manager
"00

lb. 14
lb.
1111.

STACEY CROOK/Ledger & 'funks,photis

Murray firefighter Ricky Walls sprays down a bale of hay-A-hit
caught fire in a field near Doran and Wiswell Roads at approximately 7 p.m. Monday.,According to reports from the Murray 4
Fire Department, the cause of the blaze has not been determined
and is under investigation. The hay was extinguished and no other
damage was reported.

Christian Home and Other Issues."

Sunny Slope Church of Christ
6465 Old Mayfield Rd., Paducah, Ky.

For More Information Call
554-2496, 554-3387
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Clinton retreats on gays in military
001111A CASIO*
aestatataa Mese Mar
Pre'
WASHINGTON t API
dent Clinton looped to put a mow
politi.al problem behind him
when he hacked oft on his pledge
to lift the ban On gays scring
openly in the military Rut Con-

gress is still intent on hasing the
final say on the fractious issue.
Six months after he promised,
to fulfill a campaign pledge and;
end the half-century ban outright.
Clinton unveiled a policy Monday that made few modifications

II /
"
3 (*3

pproxivlurray 4
✓tnined
o other

to the original regulation.
Clinton called et "an honorable
compromise" and "not a perlect
solution." Gay rights advocates.
predicting court challenges, said
the policy would force
homosexuals to remain in hiding.
Clinton's policy, directs the
military to allow homosexuals to
serve as long as. they remain
silent about their sexuality. It
would, for instance, make gays

%shiest to dismissal lot all limns
of homosexual alli%11, frole
hokhng hands to sexual acts Bat
they would not he discharged for
simply going to a p) bar, reading honglscikkial publicatiOns Of
marching in a gas rights parade.
The plan. to take effect Oct. I.
closely resembles to one put forth
by ('unions chief Democratic

Scn Sam Nunn of Georgia
Nunn•• initial response to the

plan was positise.
••The policy appears to set
forth standards of military conduct that arc consistent with traditional military practice," Nunn

said in a statement.
But the Georgia senator said he
was reserving final Judgment
until after top Pentagon officials
testify at a hearing today before
his Senate Armed Services
Committee.
_Joint Chiefs of Staff Chairman
Ge.n. Colin Powell and Defense
Secretary Les Aspin. who negotiated for months on the conten-

tious issue. were among thiot,c
leading singrennal liJsxial
igurvj
ushrshiled to testils
said "A last step kg*
Clinton. unit-ding his polk in
WOW. NM a c011apitle frk ef•Al ii
a speech at l'ort McNair. %a .
tbe ban is roll long meninx. *
li is not a per
acknowledged
Thc president s final poll.
lest solution It is mit identkal
sU te..
with some of my own goals .And
sexual orientation will not
it certainls will not please everY•
he har to %en)... unless Mani
one. perhaps not anyone, and
CMCd bN htlItIONCNUAI 5ondu5t.
clearls not those who hold the
Similar to current rules. A% well
most adamant opinions on either
as Nunn's plan. .ondu.t is
side of this Issue
&hard as "a homosexual a. t. .4
The debate oser gays in the
statement hs the serske member
military has been one of the most
that demonstrates a propensity or
painful chapters in Clinton's
intent to engage in homosexual
presidency, throwing his admiacts, or a homosexual marriage or
nistration off stride and undert utattempted marriage."
ling him politically. It also high--Insestigations will not he
lighted the deep strains in his conducted solels_ to determine an
relations with the military.
sexual orientation.
Rep. Ike Skelton, D-Mo., a
but commanders can begin
conservative Democrat who harinquiries when there is credible
bors misgivings about lifting the
inform at ion for a possible
ban entirely, said, "It keeps milidischarge.
tary homosexuals in the closet."
Rep. Ronald V. Dellums, D.
—No distinction will be made
Calif.. chairman of the House .between off-base and *on-base
Armed Services Committee and -a conduct.

seat law xtuilent .0u1.1 tea.
apart,
aairsoial:A$c4,1 that (
SiiimCiNo•cd
a loot was
Ifon
his initial tow bi end the ban

Questions regardali. *Vied
Matson will no longer he
J liv es urils learam.es 3

Ouse an impa.i
k
tin ilihef NJ" h. •of gos eminent
Oppmdion from dfr military
UPC that

and

MI i

lawmakers in

Januars

Rep Names I rank D Mays
oak. oil two openly hiomoxe moat
lawinaket•. said the poles) fall,

ti

ending the ban tor.ed Clinton to
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Flood in India kills more than 450
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NEW DELHI, India (AP) —
Thousands of people- so-tight
refuge on rooftops in northern
India today, waiting to be rescued
from monsoon floods that have
killed more than 450 people in
three weeks.
In the worst-hit states of Punjab and Haryana.. considered
India's breadhasket,.flood waters
have destroyed crops worth tens
of millions of dollars and left
behind layers of sand and slime
that may takeritonths to -clear.
Nearly 300 people have been
killed in those two states alone.
The floods are said to be the
worst alive—years in an area that
produces 80 percent of India's
food grains, such as rice and

wheat. In 1988, 700 people were
killed and property Worth S423
million destroyed tlfere.
The disaster has shattered the economy- of Punjab,' which is
recovering from a 10-year separatist insurgency by Sikh militants.' More than 9}{8.000 acres of
the'Punjah•s* plied crop land has
been ruined.
The states, in northwestern
India near New Delhi, are located
on flat lands crisscrossed by river
tributaries andArrigatiOn canals.
In the absence of a flood forecasting system, villagers were
caught unaware by- the rains,
muCh- heavier than
usual.
Although the hood waters were
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receding from the inundated vil- her dinghies and motor boats to
lages, thousands .of people were rescue people trapped in flooded
still huddled on the rooftops of villages.
In the northern Himalayan
their houses today waiting for
to
them
ferry
State of Himachal Pradesh, army
army motorboats to
'helicopters boett tot-owl-tourists
relief camps.
More than 85,000 people arc trapped in remote trekking areas
sheltered in he 78 relief camps north ol the resort town oh Manoperating in school buildings, ali. At least 42 people have died
temples and -even canvas tents, in Himachal Pradesh, (AIR:rats
said..
authorities said.
Floods have also destroyed
The mons'HMIS, a season ot
mechanical and electrical tube heavy rains, arrive in India in late
wells__ that _Provide water . for June and earls Julv-and taper 911
drinking and irrigation in rural by inid-August.-
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Grand Opening
Oil Change Special
Featuring
Valvoline.Motor Oil
Valvoline Motor 011
Buyer's Check

Change

$1,6.95

-3.00
$13.95

011 Change Special Price
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Your sl
Cost
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Bel-Air Center
Murray
753-8304
Ph:
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USE VALVOLINE.

After mail-in rebate

Mail-in the Grand Opening Buyer's Check
and save on your Valvoline oil change
Offer ends July 31, 1993

Coming Soon To Your Neighborhood
With Great Savings
V Same Courteous Employees
V Thousands Of Lowered Prices
V Fast, Friendly Computerized Pharmacy
V Guaranteed Low Prescriptitii, Prices
tk•-•%-r--

Grand Opening Rebate Coupon
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To get your S3.00 Grand Opening Buyer's Check. good for cash complete this coupon
and send it with proof-of-purchase to
1993 Grand Opening Buyer's Check''
P 0 Box 8951. Young America MN 55551-8951
Proof-of-purchase includes: your dated ..nstalled sales receipt specifying a Valvorre
•
oil change
Rebate requests must be made on the special order iorm_and may not be mechanically
reproduced Only one rebate per envelope Offer void where prohibited. taxed or otherwise restricted by law Your rebate check must be cashed within 90days of issue Please
allow 8 wetks for delivery of your Va:voline Grand Opening Buyer's Check Rebate' •
Rebate request must be mailed within 30 days of proof-of-purchase receipt date .
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V Former Prescriptions On File
V,Savings On Over 1,200 Rite Aid Brands
V Tremendous Values On Rite Buy Specials
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Are youa regular Valvoline user? Yes;
If no. what is your regular brand of motor oil?
Qualified Valvotine Products Aii-Ciimate" Super HPOw. Racing Formula'. Turbo
Formula'" Valvoline High Performance Synthetic'
This coupon cannot be used in consunctron with anyother Valvoime coupon offer
Materials become the property of Valvoline, Inc
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Photo Galaxy Album

COCA-COLA

Now von can receive your large 4 r r • • •
alread, bound in a photo album at IN).
• No More Loose Prints
• Easy Take Apart Design
• Great Way to Store and Show Your Prints
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Patience in Bosnia,
force in Somalia:
What's U.N. to do?
By ROBERT H. REID
Associalod Press Neves Analysis

It's a tale of two missions: force in Somalia, patient negotiation in
Bosnia-Herzegovina. Neither operation has stopped the bloodshed.
Both aRpear in danger of collapse.
Such is the dilemma-facinifthe United Nations as it evolves into the
role of global policeman after the end of the era of superpower
confrontation.
What is the right mix of force, diplomacy and humanitarian assistance to achieve peace? Clearly, the U.N. has not found the formula.
"The good old days of traditional peacekeeping are long gone, I
think forever," said retired Canadian Gen. Lewis MacKenzie, former
U.N. commander in Bosnia-Herzegoiina. -Nobody knows what to
do."
In Somalia and Bosnia, the U.N. has found that when it comes to
force, it's a matter. of'damned if you do, damned if you don't."
The 15,000 U.N. troops in, Bosnia provide security for food distribution and other humanitarian aid. This involves escorting Convoys
through areas of conflict and ensuring the safety of U.N. personnel.
But the U.N. military operation begs! last year without a clear
political strategy for fading the conflict. Its troops have neither the
authority nor the means to stop fighting among Serb, Croat and
Muslim forces, apart from bluff and persuasion.
That has severly impaired the humanitarian mission. With Sarajevo
and other major cities under siege, hundreds of thousands of Bosnians
survive- on U.N. humanitarian aid.
But Croat and Serb militias from time to time refuse to allow aid
convoys through their lines. U.N. officers wind up begging militia
commanders for permission to perform the job given them by the Security Council in far-off New York. Often, permission is denied.
But events in Somalia show that force too has its limitations. Somalia wsis the first time since the Korean War in which U.N. forces were
mandated to impose peace by force.
With that mandate, the U.N. refused to negotiate with those branded
as "terrorists" and launched airstrikes on strongholds of warlord
Mohamed Farrah Aidid. The attacks have failed to dislodge Aidid and
instead brought reprisal attacks in which more than 30 U.N. peacekeepers have been killed since June 5.
Italy, the former colonial power in Somalia, has threatened to pull
out of the 27-nation force because of objections to the hardline
strategy. Critics argue the U.N. should place more emphasis on humanitarian operations.
U.S. special envoy David Shinn, the top coordinator for Somalia in
the State Department, admits the operation in Somalia has led to
"some negative lessons" which will force a re-evaluation of the U.N.
strategy in the East African country.
But the experience in Bosnia-Herzegovina raises questions whether
a humanitarian mission can function effectively without a degree of
force.
Bosnian government officials complain bitterly that for all of its
supposed authority and power, the United Nations, and by extension
. the entire international community, has allowed itself to become hostage to bands of unruly gunmen.
U.N. officials in Bosnia fear privately, that humanitarian donations
will eventually dry up because of frustration over the lack of progress
toward a settlement.
Much of the problem with U.N. peacekeeping operations lies in the
structure of the international organization itself.
The mandate, goals and rules of engagement for peacekeeping forces must be approved by the Security Council, dominated by the five
permanent members: the United States, Britain, France, Russia, and
China.
"The decision-making process within the Security Council is 45
years out of date," MacKenzie said. "Decision by committee results
in a policy of the lowest common denominator acceptable to all
parties."
Furthermore, non-permanent Security Council members such as
Canada, India, Spain and Italy, which have contributed sizeable forces
to U.N. operations, feel bypassed in decisions which effect the lives of
their own troops.
MacKenzie and others believe that in Somalia and BosniaHerzegovina, the U.N. strayed dangerously past the limits of its 1945
charter, which sanctions involvement in civil conflicts if they threaten
international peace.
But it is debatable whether the crises in Bosnia and Somalia, horrible as they may be in human terms, constitute such a threat.
Instead, the world was spurred to action in both countries by terrible pictures of emaciated children and mass murder shown -daily -on
the world's television screens.
"It is policy driven more by pictures on the late news than by
rational discussions by governments and rational proposals given to
the Security Council," MacKenzie said. "This fulfills a desire to be
seen doing something, but no one knows what that something should
Without a consensus, each government contributing troops to the
multinational force has its own ideas on how the mission should be
carried out and what are the limits of acceptable risks.
EDITORS NOTE: Robert Reid. AP chief of bureau in Manila.
Philippines, recently completed a two-month assignment in Bosnia
and has reported on U.N. operations in Cambodia, Lebanon and
the Sinai Peninsula,
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Music ofsummer nights
On unninee mew when I was
small I used to Mien to the lady
next door play the piano to her
darkened living mom. The best
seats for those solitary concerts
were my sister leanne's bedroom.
on the west side of the house that
faced the exquisite front porch of
Mrs. Lamparter's brooding
Tudor.
During the day, she taught
piano to children like me.
Whether the song of the week
was "Indian Drum" or a Bach
Two-Part Invention, she suffered
wrong notes with unwavering
grace. At the end of each lesson
she wrote out the next week's
assignment, along with a personal
message. "Keep up the good
work," she might encourage. Or,
"Concentrate on that fingering!"
if there were a particularly tricky
passage to master.
• The best part of every lesson
with Mrs. Lampartcr came when
she motioned the student aside
and slid onto the ebony bench to

form on the concert stage. she
told me, but had given up that
dream when she got married. She
saw Paderewski play at Carnegie
Hall once, she said, and his hands
were the sire of shovels. **An
octave was nothing to him." she
assured me.

demonstrate how a new song
should be played. Even the simplest tune was a masterpiece when
she coaxed the melody from her
massive Steinway, and I always
left her house inspired to practice
until my playing sounded as
faultless as..hers.
On summer nights, long after
the cries of "Home free" faded
with the lighting of the lamps,
she often played the piano. She
could go on for hours, pausing
just long enough between pieces
for the silent applause of her
invisible audience. Her playing
entranced me with its dark power.

It was obsessive, transponing. I
imagined Mrs. Lampancr aloft
with her splendid Steinway,
spreading Beethoven and Chopin
far into the heavens, like something out of a Chagall painting.
I was only a child, no more
than 9 or 10, but I recognized the
passion that was spent on those
hot summer nights. She must
have been lonely, a middle-aged
widow with two children to support in a small town that specialized in families as scrubbed and
symmetrical as "Ozzie and Harriet" or "Father Knows Best." As
a young girl she'd wanted to per-

I spent some of the most
important hours of my childhood
with Mrs. Lamparter, seated next
to her at the Steinway. She taught
me self-discipline, self-reliance,
and the deep joy that comes from
giving yourself up to the wellspring of creativity . that music
inspires. I still have some of the
music she coached me through.
though her pencilled notes are
nearly faded with the years.
Now on summer nights when I
play the piano ItO my own darkened living room, I can hear her
tapping out the rhythm lightly
with her foot and whispering,
"Don't forget the melody! You
have to let the melody sing out."

VIEW OF CAPITOL HILL

Drip, drip, drip...

Congress loves good water project
WASHINGTON (AP) — It'
comes .as no surprise that. discus,..
sion of the Midwest floods overcame talk of the federal deficit in
Washington last week 7- and not
just because of the terrible toll
the disaster is taking.
Congress deals regularly with
hurricanes, earthquakes, droughts
and other unfriendly visits of
nature upon the vast nation.
But flowing water seems to
hold a special place in the psyche
of the national government, and
has since the beginning.
Indeed, one of the reasons for
the nation's strong central government was the frustration of an
entrepreneur named George
Washington.
After fighting the Revolutionary War, Washington set about to
build a canal around the Great
Falls of the Potomac River. The
remains of his project are testimony to the tough task of carving
locks out of solid rock. The Constitution is, in part, legacy to
another: the difficulty of dealing
'with the two independent states,
Maryland and Virginia, that bordered the river.
In the 19th century, as the capital city grew, it was served
extensively by waterways, including a canal that ended at the foot

POLITICAL NEWS ANALYSIS

Steven Komarow
Associated Press writer
of Capitol Hill.
Water as congressional perk is
embedded in history. The Senate
had baths for its members — the
old tubs can still be seen in the
basement of the Capitol. And, fed
up with the putrid drinking water,
Congress had a pipe built to bring
water from a spring in the area
where Howard University now
stands. To get a fresh drink,
members could go to a fountain
on the West side of the building,
according to Capitol curator
James Ketchum.
That the conduit was made of
lead, as was common then, was
of little concern to lawmakers of
that day. There's no evidence
they did their jobs any the worse
for whatever brain damage they
may or may not have suffered
from lead poisoning.
The White House also has long
been interested in water projects.
There was the Panama Canal, of

course, and soon after there was
President Howard Taft's bathtub.
. Big as he is, President Clinton
could go snorkeling in Taft's tub
— if anyone could find it.
Curators at the Capitol, White
House and at the William H. Taft
National Historic Site in Ohio
agree that the tub, so big that an
old photo shows several workmen
posing comfortably inside, is
missing. Or, to be more precise,
all of the Taft tubs are missing.
It seems Taft had giant tubs
installed not only at the White
House, but on the U.S.S. North
Carolina and at his brother Charlie's home in Ohio. There are
only rumors as to their fates.
The White House tub may
have been bought by newspaper
baron William Randolph Hearst
for an apartment in New York.
The Ohio tub may have become a
watering trough at a farm in Kentucky. The only extant example is

a fake, which is part of a touring
exhibit on presidents.
.
The federal government's other
water projects have a much more
enduring legacy.
One of the government's central missions, as it has constructed
dams and levees across the land,
has been flood control. This, perhaps, is what differentiates the
crisis in the Mississippi from
other disasters.
Hurricanes they can't do much
about. And they can't stop
earthquakes.
But floods? Washington has
operated since the -beginning
under the belief that if enough
dirt is pushed around and enough
concrete poured, biblical rainfalls
will wend their way harmlessly to
the ocean.
Perhaps the current situation
will erode that faith; or maybe
the opposite and give new credibility to efforts that in recent
years often have been given the
pejorative label "pork barrel."
Or maybe they'll find Taft's
tub when they're repairing one of
the levees.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Steven
Komarow is chief congressional
correspondent for The Associated Press.

Governor's promise a tall order
Frankfort - Gov. Brereton Jones
waded into murky water last week
almost as deep as the Mississippi
River is wide these days.
He promised the Prichard Committee for Academic Excellence full
funding of the 1990 education reforms before he leaves office and an
honestly balanced budget for his
successor.
That's quite a promise when you
consider that Jones has to cut S250
million and perhaps more out of this
year's State budget to have it balance
vat-as-the Lunstitution -requires.
Furthermore, he may have to cut
spending this year on elementary
and'..condary education, although
it probably won't be as severe as
other government programs suffer.
So,fully funding education in the
1994-96 budget will be a challenge
of monumental difficulty. And
Jones has about eight months to
come up with a way.
Cost-cutting is a big idea here
these days, bloated government always being a safe haven when
there's not enough money to pay the
bills. Jones even now is looking at
reducing the state payroll by 2,500
jobs,combining some agencies with
overlapping programs and doing
away with other programs altogether.
As for finding more money for
schools, he suggested one way to
save money in education is to
reduce the number of school sys,
terns in the state.
He's absolutely right, of course.
There's no justification for 176
"swan districts, each with a

AGREE OR NOT

Todd Duvall
Syndicated columnist
highly-paid superintendent and administrative staff, frequently only a
cross-town drive from yet another
highly-paid superintendent and administrative staff.
But everyone else's wasteful duplication of school programs tends
to be my efficient, excellent School
system that would crumble into
Mediocrity or worse if it merged
with the neighbor across town.
Jones has a good idea, but politically it's quicksand and there aren't
many legislators willing to stroll in
that direction.
Jones also told the Prichard Corn-.
mittee one way he wants to fund
fully the 1990 education reform
programs is to reform the state's tax
system.

Without giving details, he said,
"We have to hack up and we have to
redesign this whole plan. We have
to have major systemic reforms. We
cannot band-aid thic.Again, the governor's absolutely
right and this time he's moved from
quicksand to a political minefield,
The tax system in Kentucky is a
mess and everyone knows it. The
personal income tax puts every
Kentuckian but the poorest in the
same bracket that hasn't been
changed in decades. It also discriminates between private pensioners, who have to pay income taxes,
and government retirees who do
not. The corporate income tax is
stagnant, partly because of the ecomonic recession and partly because

Attention Washington!
U.S. REP. TOM BARLOW
1533 Longworth Office Building. Washington D.C. 20515
502-444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
•

U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

of all the tax incentives handed out
to attract new jobs in recent years.
The sales tax, raised frorp 5 cents
to 6 cents in 1990 to finance
education reform,isn't growing as
expected, again partly because of
the recession, but also because the
real growth in the state's economy the service sector - isn't subject to
the tax.
That may be an area Jones addresses next year if tax reform truly
is to be comprehensive and effective.
But Wallace Wilkinson
pushed hard to extend the sales tax
to services to pay for education
reform and he met with a wall of
opposition that even the pugnacious
former. governor couldn't overcome.
The problem with tax reform and the reason the present system is
so awful - is that no one wants to
take the political heat for modernizing the personal and corporate income taxes, ending the endless list
of exemptions to the sales tax,
extending the sales tax to the growing service economy and, with true
reform, perhaps lowering the tax
bills for the average Kentucky wage
earner.
If Jones can pull that off, fully.
funding education reform and leaving the next governor a truly balanced budget, his speech to the
Prichard Comminee will have been
a historic milestone in Kentucky
history.
Then again, we're also waiting for
him to reform the state's health-care
system, something else he's absolutely right about.
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Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
The Humane Society will 'pawnor a Pet Therapy Trip on Thursday, July 22. beginning at 2:45 p.m. The group will meet at Calloway
County Public Library. All pet therapists. PAWS members and newcomers interested in Pet Therapy are encouraged to attend. The trip
will take approximately
hours For more information call Kathy
Cohen, 436-2603.

Republicans will meet Friday
Calloway County Republicans will meet Friday. Jul* 23, at 7 p m at Calloway County Public Library. Homer Bullard, Calloway chairman, urges all
Republicans and any other inter,ested persons to attend this special
meeting.

Murray WOW Lodges will meet

All Murray Lodges of Woodmen of the World will have their family outing
and dinner on Saturday, July 31, at the Woodmen of the World Youth Camp,
U.S. 641 North, Murray. Swimming will be from 2 to 5 p.m. with Bingo from
4 to 5:30 p.m. A meal, furnished by the lodges, will be served at 6 p.m.- For
more information call 753-4377.

Palestine Church plans revival
Palestine United Methodist Church will have revival services starting Sunday. July 25, and continuing through Friday, July 30. Evangelist Paul Peck
will be the speaker for services at 7 p.m. nightly. A potluck meal will be
served at 6 p.m. on Friday. July 30. The public is urged to attend, a church
member said.

Belinda Elizabeth Swartz,
pancee of Keith Scott Harris

Blood River .-WMU will -meet
The WMU of Blood River Baptist Association will meet Monday, July 26,
at 10 a.m. at New Zion Baptist Church in Marshall County. The Rev. J.D
Herndon of Kentucky Baptist Home for Children will be the guest speaker A
potluck meal will be served at noon. Martha Litrell, WMU director, urges all
interested persons to attend.

Adult Great Books will meet
Adult Great Books Discussion Group will meet Monday, July 26, at 7 p m
at Calloway County Public Library. Dolores Wells will be the leader for the
discussion of The Mepamorphosis by Kasha. All persons who have read the
book are invited to take part in the discussion. -
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Mt. Horeb Church plans Sunday event
The Elder Dominic of Henderson will_be guesi-speaker all 1 a.m worship
service on Sunday, July 25, at Mt. Horeb Freewill Baptist Church. Walnut
Street. Murray. Also on Sunday at 2 p.m. a song service featuring choirs
from Kentucky, Illinois and Indiana will be in Little.Theatre at Murray State
University. This -will be sponsored by Mt. Horeb Freewill Baptist Church' and
the public is invited to attend.

MHS Football Team Cookout planned •

Murray High School Football Team Cookout will be Thursday. July 27, at
7 p.m. This will be at the field house behind the MHS building.

CPR Recertification Class planned

A CPR (cardio-pulmonary resuscitation) Recertification Class will be
Saturday, July 24, at 1 p.m. in the Educational Area of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Ann Ingle R.N. will be the teacher for the class. To register
for the class call the office of Calloway County Chapter of American Red
Cross at 753-1421, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday.

Swartz-Harris wedding
vozvs will be in August
Mr. and Mrs Norman W. Swart/ ot Bedminster, N.J., announce the
engagement ot their daughter, Belinda Eluaheth Swarti„ to Lt. ug)
Keith Scott Harris, son tit Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Harris of Springs,
Texas.
Miss Swart/ is the granddaughter ol Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bucy of
Murray and ol Mrs. Norman Swart/ and the late Mr. Swartz of Greenville, Mich.
-7-The hride-elect, a 19tili graduate of Greenville High School, Green'ville, Mich., is a ,1992 graduate of the l'mversity ot Georgia where
she -earned,a B.S. :degree in Early Childhood Education.
The groom -elect, a IMO. -graduate ol Spring Hill High School,
Spring. Texas. is a 14491 graduate of the l'nii.ersity ol Texas where he
earned a BRA. degree in Marketing. He is currentl stationed at the
Yokosuha Naval Base, Yokosuha, Japan.
An August v‘edding is planned.

Compassionate Friends will meet

Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday, July 22, at 7:30 p.m. in the
board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is a group comprised
of -those who have lost an infant, child, or young adult through accident,
illness, sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS), stillbirths or miscarriages.
'You will have contact with people who listen and who offer support,'
according to Chapter Leader Hilda Bennett. For more information call Bennett at 498-8324 or Chaplain Rebecca Church, 762-1274.

.CCHS Class of 1988 plans reunion.
Calloway County High School Class of 1988 will have its 5-year reunion
on Saturday, July 31, at Kenlake State Park. Registration will be at 4 p.m
. and the meal will start at 5 p.m. Persons planning to attend should RSVP to
Ginger Evans Hale, 753-0625, Reshana Darnell, 489-2114, or Lydia Cathey.
436-5269. To help in the. organization, call Jennifer Geurin Stubblefield at
759-4411.

Local residents helping flood victims
Local residents are rallying to help the flood victims in the Mississippi Valley area. Dewayne Harper is coordinating a drive through the Glendale
Road Church of Christ to take items to one of the hardest hit areas, St.
Charles, Mo. They will take their items to the Charbo and Karen Street
Church of Christ, at St. Charles for distribution. The church truck will leave
Friday, July 23. to take them to St. Charles. Items should be brought to the
church by 4 p.m. on Thursday, July 22, to be boxed and ready for transporting to the flooded town. Philip Lynn Rogers is working with the 'Share the
Hope" group to collect food, diapers, bcittled water, and non-perishable food
to go to the flood victims. The items are to be taken to the National Guard
Armory on Coldwater Road from 7 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., Monday, Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday and from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. on Tuesday. The group has
the capacity to fill 15 semi-trailers for transporting to the area. For more
information contact Rogers at 759-9673 or 759-9600.

Duplicate Bridge lessons planned
Mayfield Duplicate Bridge Club will sponsor a series of bridge lessons
beginning Wednesday, July 28, at 4 p.m. and continuing for 10 weeks at
Mayfield Senior Citizens Building. Lessons will be taught by Julia Rambo. If
there is enough interest, there will be two groups of lessons given, beginning and intermediate bridge. For more information call Julia, 1-247-7924, or
Beverly Carlisle, 1-247-2599.

Mother's Day Out taking enrollment
Mother's Day Out at- First Baptist Church is taking enrollment for the fall
sessions. Hours will be 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Tuesday and Thursday of each
week. The cost will be $8.50 per day and $4.25 per half day. For reservations or more information call Joetta Kelly or Pam Jetton.

Rose Ball planned July 24

The 20th annual Rose Ball, sponsored by Charles and Elsie Thurman and
Thurman School of Dance, will be Saturday, July 24,from 8 p.m. to midnight
at Curris Center, Murray State University. Former teachers of the school
have been issued a special invitation. A floor show will be present. Tickets
will be $14 per person. The public is invited to attend.

Christian Singles to hear program

Christian Singles Group will meet Thursday, July 22, at 7 p.m. at 800
North 20th St., Murray. A special series of programs of Dr. Gary Smally's
tape of a seminar on "Building Loving Relationships' will be featured. These
are five tapes of each being about one hour long. All singles, whether
always single, separated, divorced or widowed, are welcome to attend. For
more information call Joan, 759-1345, or Richard, 759-9994.

SPECIAL EVENT PLANNED — I.inda Rogers, left, and Barbara
Lax, members of Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi sorority, work on plans for the Seventh .Annual Arts and Craft Show
and Flea Market to he at Fenton Access Area, Highway 68, just
across the Eggner's Ferry Bridge from Kenlake State Park. Hours
will be from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Saturday, July 24, and from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. on Sunday. July 25. During the years of sponsoring
the show, the sorority has donated as much as $10,000 to service
organizations. Need Line board members and guests will be collecting a $1 parking fee. Other members of the chapter are Joanna
Bailey, Wanda Barnhill, Linda Fain, Beverly Galloway, Jama Galloway, Cindy Lawson, Nancy Lovett, Sheri Mrug, Sandy Michael,Inez Shinstine, Sylsia Thomas, June Vanover, Edna Vaughn and
Candy Webb.

Two neWhom admissions, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Friday, July 16, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Morris baby boy. parents, Mary and
Gary, Rt. 1, Box 238A, Farmington,
Evans baby boy. parents. Karen and
Ricky, Box 51, Hazel.
Dismissals
Mrs. Macy K Smith and baby girl
Salerno, 416 North Eighth St Murray;
Alvis E. Jones. 820 ShaWa Circle.
Murray;
Miss Jeannie E. Hillen and baby girl
Driver, At 7, Box 467, Benton, Miss
Jacqueline K. Abell, 103 B Walnut Ct
Benton;
Micheal Anthony Banks, 5167p
South Seventh St. Murray. Miss Tammy C. Huff. At. 1, Box 277-0, Almo.
Miss Cynthia Kay Carlton, At 2,
Box 305. Gleason, Tenn ; Mrs. Loyola
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Lois E Smith, At 4. Box 480, Murray:
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()weaves Assassins's,.• I" vim I 11..
Communists Omar,
'Awea,('nests Pubis. I 'Aran events
1,1 and
include Parents and 1n,,,
Story liour/10 to a m

Wednesday, July 21
- oL.Z-041-1-14g
Adjustments/5:15 p m./City Hall.
Calloway County Public Library 'events
include Parents and Twos/9:30 a.m. and
Story ilour/10:30 a.m.
Ladies Golf at Murray Country Club/9
a.m.
Oaks Country Club Ladies' golf/9 a.m.
Alcoholic Anonymous (AA)/open
discussion/I I a.m./American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple Streets.
In1o/7534136 or 435-4314.
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Olympic PlaLa, Murray/
1130-1130 a.m.
Hazel Center/open 10 a m.-2 pm /for
senior ciiiiens' activities.
Weeks Center/open A a.m.-4 p.'m.4or
SeilAAAF

Schwan's Sales
Enterprise
759-9701
will be parked every
Wednesday from 4-6 p.m
at

Loretta Jobs REALTORS'

-

303 North 12"
University Square

ci-thAens. adiviites.

Senior Golf League/K a.m./Miller
Memorial Golf Course.. •
Memorial Baptist Church events include
Bible School/6 p m., Prayer service/7
p.m., Sanctuary Choir/ri p.m.
Westside Baptist Church Bible School/6
p.m.
West Murray Church of Christ Bible
Schoo1/7:30 pm.
Buchanan Baptist Church Bible School/
6-8 p.m.
Chilstian Fellowship Church Bible
School and Kids Krusade/9 a.m.
St. Leo's Catholic Church events include
Young-at Heart potluck and meeting/
noon.
First Presbyterian Church events include
'Choir —Practice/6:30 p.m.; Session
meeting/7:30 p.m.
First United Methodist Church events
include Covenant Prayer Group/I0 a.m.
First Baptist Church events include
Library open/6:15 p.m.; Klaymata/6:30
p.m.; Business meeting and Children's
Super Summer Studies/6:45 p.m.
Grace Baptist eiturch events include
King's Kids, Kid's Klubs,- Bible Fifiro="-sion, and Adult Bible Studyr/ p.m.;
Weekly Workers' meeting/A p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
Classes/7 p.m.
University Church of Christ events
include Bible Classes/7 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/open
11.30 am 4.15 p.m
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 pm.
Land Between the Lakes events include
Iron Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
and Fotscl Preservation depending on garden yields/Ilomeplace; Planetarium
Show/II a.m., 1, 2 and 3 p.m./Visitor
Center; Deer Up Close/I0 a.m., Snakes
and Turtles/I p.m., Eagles Up Close/2
p.m., Red Wolvest3 p.m.

Ladies Diamond & On'orPinkyx
'YOUR CHOICE

Murray; David Wayne Walton, RI. 8,
Mayfield.
Expiration
Rube Ward, At. 1, Sedalia.

Melinda Marie Mason born
Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Mason
of Atlanta, Ga., formerly of Murray, are the parents of a daughter,
Melinda Mane Mason, born on
Tuesday, July 13, at 8:04 p.m.
The mother is the former Sarah
1

1

1 .1

'1

1

1

Coller. They have one son,
Christopher Neale Mason, 5.
Grandparetns are Mrs. Dorothy
Mason and the late Neale B.
Mason of Murray, and Mrs. Virginia Coller and the late Claude.
Coller of Lorain, Ottawa.
'1

1

Diamonds with
Emeralds
Rubies or
Sapphires
,YOUR CHOIC
$49

Diamonds alternate
with Rubies, Emeralds
or Sapphires

Mitchell's Carpet
and Floor Covering
We would like to announce that Mitchell's
Carpet & Floor covering will remain open for
business. We will continue to offer quality
carpets and quality vinyl with professional
installation.

Thanks to all ourcustomersfor your busine.ss!
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Hospital lists babies, dismissals, death

134-11-1111-G-0
Jennifer Rushing
bride-elect of
Glen Harris
has made her
gift selections
from
Pier is
Bridal Registry

ressiel. My 19
*
Murray Plasalse Comniession/7
pa/Murray Csm Hall
Maw, p a /Knights ot Columbus
Whims
TOPS 034/First Presbysersasi °ouch*
pin Info/759 9964
Parents An•nynesses/6 p in
Into/751 0062
Murray Optimist Club/6 )O
p.m flionstplace Restaurant
Alcoholics Amsaymens/open meeting/6
pm /American Legic*liall, South Sixth
and Maple Streetsc.
Memorial Baptist Church Bible School/ti
p.m.
Westside Baptist Church Bible School/6
Pm
West Kentucky Youth Series/7 10
p.m./Northside Church of Christ,
Mayfield.
West Murray Church of Christ Bible
School/7:30 pm.
Murray Planning Commission/7
p.m /City Hall.
Quilt Lovers/6 p.m./Calloway County
Public Library.
Singles Organizational Society (SOS)(7,
p m./Chamber of Commerce building
Info/Pamela. 753-7638, or Jeanne,
753-0224.
Buchanan Baptist Church Bible School/ti

4
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Jordan steps forward
with pair of homers
in Cardinals'4-0 win
By TOM SALADINO
AP tome WOW/

ATLANTA — Brian Jordan is
beginning to show the St. Louis
Cardinals what he can do in a
baseball uniform.
Jordan, a former Atlanta Falcons safety, had three hits,
including a pair of solo home
runs, to help the Cardinals beat
the Atlanta Braves 4-0 Monday
night.
"It was a good feeling. I've
had a lot of highlights here, but
not in baseball," said Jordan,
who played for the Falcons from
1989-91 then signed a $2.3 million, three year baseball-only deal
with the Cardinals last year.
Jordan raised his average to
.280 with five home runs and 23
RBIC-.Since his recall -from- the
minors on June 25, Jordan is hitting .333 (25-for-75) with 22
RBIs .in 21 games.
"I think I've arrived," Jordan
said. "I'm confident and having
fun'. As long as I'm doing that,
I'll be fine."
Dion Sanders, Jordan's former teammate with the Falcons
and a member of the Braves, had
mixed feelings about the two
homers against his team.
"They were great. I hated to
sec them because they were for
the other team, but they were
great," Sanders said.

OVC selects
Municipal
over Vandy
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— Municipal Auditorium has
been chosen over Vanderbilt
University's Memorial Gym
for the Ohio Valley Conference men's and women's
basketball tourneys next
March.
League commissioner Dan
Beebe said the 9,000-seat
auditorium was -se-lasted
because of logistics.
"Vanderbilt was more than
willing to work with us, but
coordinating practice times for
14 teams, plus their own two,
would have been pretty
tough." Beebe said.
The two tourneys will be
held concurrently March 3 to
March 5.
Nashville is building a new
downtown arena, tentatively
scheduled to open in 1996.

Future Hall of Famer Ryan
gets 321st win over Brewers

Jordan had plenty of help as
the Cardinals won their third
straight to remain three games
behind the Philadelphia Phillies
in the National League East,
while the Braves fell nine games
behind the San Francisco Giants
in the West.
Donovan Osborne (9-3) won
his sixth straight decision, Mark
Whiten hit his 15th homer and
fourth in five games, and Lee
Smith picked up his major-league
leading 33rd save by getting the
final two outs in the ninth.
Osborne pitched seven innings,
gave up four hits, struck out three
and walked one. Four St. Louis
pitchers allowed only six hits as
the Cardinals recorded their
fourth shutout of the sewn.
-"I've-been -throwing strikes, Osborne said of his recent success. "My job is to pitch 5-6-7.
innings. I gave it all I could
tonight before I started to cramp
up with the heat."
The temperature was 94
degrees at game time.
Whiten hit his homer leading
off the fifth inning against Pete
Smith (3-8). Jordan connected for
his fourth of the year in the
seventh off Kent Mercker and in
the ninth off Jay Howell.
Assoca•ed Press hie photo
Ozzie Smith added three hits
Nolan Ryan returned to his old form Monday-night after spending
for the Cardinals' and drove in
most of the season on the disabled list.
their other run in the eighth.

Braves counting on McGriffs big bat
By TOM SALADINO
AP Sports Writor

ATLANTA — Fred McGriff
represents the present and
future for the Atlanta Braves.
"The immediate concern is
to close the gap on the Giants
and try to get in serious conten
tion for our division," Braves
general manager John Scheurholz said Monday. "But it's
also not just a short term, like a
len&lase acquisition.
"The guy is 29 years old. It
obligates him to our
organization."
McGriff, baseball's most
consistent home run hitter the
past 5%, years, was traded to
the Braves on Sunday by San

Diego for three minor leaguers.
The first baseman is signed
through next season, and the
Braves hold an option for 1995.
But first, the run-starved
Braves need McGriff's bat to
help them challenge the firstplace Giants in the NL West.
McGriff, _batting_275_with
homers and 46 RBIs this season, takes over at first for Sid
Bream and Brian Hunter, who
combined for eight homers and
35 RBIs this season.
Their lack of production has
been a big trouble spot for the
Braves. While their team ERA
of 3.13 was the best in baseball
entering Monday's game
against St. Louis, their .246 batting average was the worst. The

Braves were scoring only 4.03
runs per game — only Florida
and the Padres were scoring
less.
"He'll be energized by coming to a contender," Schuerholz
said of McGriff, "and I think
he will energize our offense."
McGrjff Int_171 homers (17.4m
1988-92, an average of 34 per
year. He led the NL with 35
homers last season, making him
the first player in the modern
era to win home run titles in
both leagues. He won the AL
title in 1989 with 36 homers for
Toronto.
"He can add some excitement to our lineup," manager
Bobby Cox said. "He's an
impact player, and any club can

Reeves wastes no time with Giants
AP Sports Writer

On Dan Reeves' first day of
training camp, he let the New
York Giants know that two years
out of the playoffs is two too
many.
The tackling and running drills
uncommon for a first day of summer practice indicated to the twotime Super Bowl champs that
their new coach was not about to
allow a repeat of last season's
6-10 disaster.
Reeves introduced the Giants
to something he brought with him
from the Denver Broncos, a drill
wide receiver Mark Jackson

called "Oklahoma." In it, defensive backs must shed a block
from a wide receiver and tackle a
running back. At full speed, of
Course.

"Whenever Dan wants to set
the tempo, we have that little
Oklahoma drill," Jackson said.
"It gets everyone's nostrils to
open a little bit. The blood flows
after that. You can't do it every
day, but as a tempo setter it's a
great drill."
Center Bart Oates, who has
seen the good times and the bad,
wasn't surprised Reeves had the
Giants working full-speed on the
first day.
"I didn't expect to ease into

Put Yourself
in our lace!

it," Oates said after the first of
two-a-day workouts. "I didn't
expect the best they had, but I'm
sure they wanted to push us.
That's the nature of these guys.
They want to push you and make
you better. There is a lot of attention to detail."
Reeves also has let everybody
know almost every job is up for
grabs.
"I think for the first day of
practice, I was pleased with the
tempo," said Reeves, who led the
Broncos to three Super Bowls in
12 seasons before being let go at
the end of last season.
Pro Bowl defensive end Bruce
Smith .reported to the Buffalo
Bills' training camp Monday for
his 10th season. He's not expecting to be in Buffalo for an 11th.
Smith missed the opening of
camp in a contract dispute that
still hasn't been settled.
"I tried to do whatever was

* * * * * * *
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NFL CAMP NOTES
By MICHAEL FLAM

as the Anierican League's fourth best hitter.
AP *pens Whiter
Robin Yount chased a high
pitch.
but he fought it the other
ARLINGTON, Texas — Nolan
way for a double to right. That's
Ryan took 72 days off before
what eventual Hall of Fame hitreturning to the mound. Once he
ters
do against guys they'll be
got there, he took his own sweet
seeing in Cooperstown.
time.
Next up was Greg Vaughn,
Ryan knew his track record of
who
saw mostly hard stuff. The
first games back from the disabBrewers' lone All-Star ended up
led list wasn't a good one: 1-4
with a 7.97 ERA since joining flying out.
Th'en came former Ranger
the Texas Rangers in 1989.
So entering Monday night's Kevin Reimer, who cost Ryan
comeback against the Milwaukee several victories last season with
Brewers, Ryan decided to slow atrocious fielding. He saw mostly
down. His patience, focus and change-ups and quickly became
concentration paid off with two strikeout victim No. 2.
first-inning strikeouts and a ton
When Ryan went back for the
of confidence that carried second inning, he had the comfort
throughout the night.
of a 1-0 lead provided by a Julio
'-"1- jot wanted to trakt—sure -r Frajico- homer. Ryan gave- up
didn't have a long first inning another double that inning, but
and get into a streak where 1 also made Tom Brunansky his
didn't lose my rhythm," Ryan third strikeout victim of the night
said after the Rangers' 5-3 vic- — this one looking.
tory, the 321st of his career. "1
By the time he was pulled with
wanted to establish my pitches so two outs in the sixth, Ryan had
that no first inning situation allowed only three hits — all
would dictate the outcome of my doubles — and had sit strikeouts
performance."
to up his record total to 5,684.
In a way, it did. But only in a Hamilton and Br.unansky each
positive way.
went down twice.
Ryan opened his first start
Ryan, also the all-time walk
since May 7 with a swinging leader, only had one base on
strikeout — what else? — of Mil- balls. throwing 57 strikes and 34
waukee leadoff 'hitter DarrylHamilton, who entered the game MI TURN TO PAGE 7
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possible to try and help the Bills
... and apparently they don't want
to work with us," he said. "We
thought it would be wise to report
to camp with the frame of mind
that this will be my last year as a
Buffalo Bill."
Smith is in the last year of a
contract that pays him $1.6 million a year. He is seeking $4 million a year.
Wide receiver Mark Duper,
who starred with the Miami Dolphins for 11 years, has agreed to
play for Cincinnati.
According to Tuesday's editions of The Cincinnati Enquirer
and The Miami Herald, sources
close to the negotiations say Duper has agreed to a one-year contract worth about $I million.
"In all likelihood, he will sign
within the next couple of days,"
Drew Rosenhaus, Duper's agent,
TURN TO PAGE 7

use a guy like that. Certainly
we can."
McGriff will report to the
Braves on Tuesday. He was
given permission by the club to
return to his Tampa, Fla., home
Monday to take care of personal
business.
--has_ been_ an.e._of the_ tgp_
run producers in baseball the
last five years, and it is obvious
to all of us that our offense
needs some reviving," Schuerholz said. "We think he can
help us do that."
Pitcher Greg Maddux, suffering from a lack of offensive
support that has him 9-8 despite
a 2.82 ERA, called the acquisition outstanding.

AND

He was traded from San
go
• continuing - to- cut its
payroll — for outfielders Melvin Nieves and Vince Moore
and pitcher Donnie Elliott.
Nieves, 22, was hitting .278
with 10 homers and 36 RBIs at
Triple A Richmond, and Elliott
was 8-5 with a 4.72 ERA with
the same club. Moore, 21, was
hitting..292 with 14 homers and
64 RBIs at Class A Durham.

NBA champion Bulls sign
6-11 European star Kukoc
DEERFIELD, Ill.(AP) — The Chicago Bulls have signed a deal
guaranteed to give opposing backcourts even more problems than
they already have against Michael Jordan.
By signing 6-foot-11 Toni Kukoc, who can play guard and forward, to a deal reportedly worth as much as $17.6 million over
eight years, the Bulls refused Monday to rest on past glory.
"I think we can run more with Toni, look to generate more
offense, feature an up-tempo game a little more," Bulls coach Phil
Jackson said. Another chilling prospect for opponents, coming from
a coach who has won three straight NBA titles without Kukoc.
Despite his height, Kukoc (pronounced KOO-coach) is more
skilled as a ballhandler and a shooter than as a rebounder, and the
Bulls envision him pushing the ball upcourt and making plays similar to forward Scottie Pippen.
The Bulls drafted Kukoc in the second round of the 1990 draft.
They hope the Croatian will be attracting fans long after Jordan and
other current starters retire; at 24, he's five years younger than the
average age of the starting lineup.
Last month, the Italian team Beneuon Treviso released Kukoc
from a contract that would have expired in 1995. A clause in the
reported $15.3 million deal Let him break it after two seasons.
Kukoc averaged 17.8 points, 6.3 rebounds and 5.8 assists in
helping Benetton to second place in the European Club Championship and the Italian League.
He won two Olympic silver medals, one with Yugoslavia in 1988
and one with Croatia in 1992. In the 1992 championship game
against the United States, he scored 16 points and had nine assists
and five rebounds.

*** * * * * * *** * *
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"He is one of the hest hitters
in baseball," Niaddux said.
McGriff, who has a $4 million salary this year, will earn
S3.5 million in 1994 and has a
S4.5 million option year in
1995 with a S500,d00 buyout.
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MURRAY

LOCAL BASEBALL
MURRAY MAGIC TOURNAMENT
The sawmill elfa/-010 Al-Stars, T•arn A. were iho champions of the
recant 7- and II-yearotd baseball tournament held at the old (Ay park. July
May15-17, housed by the Murray Magic 8- year -old tournament team
field winners compiled a 4-1 record. deloaang Marshall County 15-13 m
Vie final TM Murray Maw finished third with a 2-2 record. beating Mayfield's 7.year-old Mani, 15-3. and Mayfield, Team B. 12-9 Murray lost to
Marshall County 19-12 and to the eventual champions 17-7.
For the Magic, sponsored by Murray Calloway County Hospital, Austin
Swain had 10 Ms during the tournament. Dustin Sutton, Dylan Volp and
Edward. Baust had nine hits each; Goren Costonis, seven hits; Tyler Harper, six hits: Chris Owen, Derek Chandler and Caleb Mathis, five hits
each; Chad Culp and Adam Stockwell, four hlIS each: Bobby Ives, three
hits: Jacob Darnall. two hits. The Magic is competing this week in a
7-tearn tournament in Marshall pounty, and next week, will play in a
16-team, interstate tournament in Henderson The Magic is coached by
John Darnall, Dary Sutton, and Greg Chandler.
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Murray Gold won its first-round game 15-6 behind the pitching of starter
Aaron Cowan (3 innings, 6 strikeouts), Rodney Emerson (1 inning, two
strikeouts) and Brad Thurmond (1 inning, two strikeouts). At the plate,
Derrick McCallum belted two singles, Chad Cannerdy and Michael Friend
doubled while John Kopperud, Kory -Cunningham, Brandon Williams and
Charles Scott all hit safely.
In the second game, Murray Blue used a fourth inning rally to defeat
Benton 2-0. Tony Ryan was the winning pitcher, relieving starter Kwen
Trice in the fourth inning. At the plate, Trice had two singles, Brady Harris
doubled and Ryan singled.
_MultaY. 81.vo and. MurrayGold will meet irkiThursday .night's_fi_nal .at
p.m. at old city park.
• Last Saturday, Murray Blue's Drew Henry sparked the team's rally
with a home run, two singles and 2 RBIs in the win over Murray Gold in
the Benton All-Star Tournament.
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. Murray will play host to the 1993 District 2 Pony League Baseball Tournament, beginning Thursday July 22 at the Murray Pony League field at
the new city park. The tournament will run through July 25 with two games
each evening and a final game, if necessary, set for Sunday afternoon.
Teams competing for the championship are: Murray. Mayfield, Marshall
County and Kirksey.
Winner of the District 2 Tournament will advance to the-1993 Kentucky
State Pony League Tournament, which will be played in Benton. Murray
meets Marshall County at 6 p.m. on Thursday to open the tournament.
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First-year Chicago Bears coach
Da.ve Wannstedt has his staff
jumping up and down, running
around and yelling encouragement. And the players enjoy it.
"Yeah, all the coaches are
fired up. They're coaching on the
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move. It's fun to watch," starting
quarterback Jim Harbaugh said.
A Washington Redskin wide
receiver is hurt and Art Monk
still can't join the first team.
Desmond Howard is limited due_
to a strained groin, but free-agent
acquisition Tim McGee ran with
Ricky Sanders on the first unit.
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SCOREBOARD
Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me for all your family insurance needs.'
i

305 N. 12th St., Murray
-

(next to- Century 21)

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
State Farm insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
MAJOR

LEAGUES

All Times CDT
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
52 42
Ni. York
553 52 42
Toronto
548 '4
42
51
Baltimore
538 1A
50 43
Detroit
533
2
49
13
Boston
473 7A
44 49
Cleveland
407
13A
54
37
lAkvaiese
West Division
GO
W
L
49 42
538 Chicago
516 2
47 44
Tau
505 3
46 45
Kansas City
484 5
44 47
Callonsa
484 5
45 48
Seattle
438 9
39 50
Oakland
422 104
38 52
Minnesota
Iliondey's Games
lAnnssota 4.
Cleveland 4, Oaltistid 2
Boston 8. Collette' 6
Toronto 15. Chicago 7
New Torn S. Seethe 2
Texas 5. Mihiraukee 3
Baltimore 6. Kansas Crly 5
Tuesday's Games
'Annelids (Dashes' 9-71 at Dercit (Moore 5-51,
606 pm
Oakland (Mohler 1-11 at Cleveland (Mesa 84),
6es pm
Sens (Fleming 5-1) at Na. York (Perez 5-9).
610 pm
Kansas City (Cane 6-8) at Baltimore McDonald
6-81. 635 Pm
Calloinia (Hathaway 1-1) at Beam (Viola 5-8).
635 pm
Toronto (Guzman 7-23 at Cracow (Fernandez
11-4), 705 pm
Mkaaukee (Eldred 10-9) at Teats (Brown 64).
735 pm

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
GO
Pet.
W
59 35
625
Philadelphia
St Louis
596 3
55 37
Montreal
49 44
527 9A.
Chicago
505 114
46 45
Putaturgh
462 154
43 50
424 19
Glenda
39 5.3
326 28
Ni. York
30 62
West Division
WI.
GB
San F rancisco
62 32
660
Atlanta
564 9
53 41
49 43
Los Angeles
533 12
13
48 44
Houston
48 47
Cincinnati
505 144
San Diego
393 26
36 5B
Colorado
359 25
13 58
Monday's Games
San Francisco 6, Montreal 2
Fiends 3. Colorado 1
Chicago 6. Cincinnati 4
St Leas 4. Atlanta 0
Hemmen 4, Peleurgh 2
Ni. Ye* 2, San Diego 1, 10 innings
Philadelphia 7. Los Angstall 5
Tuesday's Games
Montreal (Ds Martinez 104) at San Frandsco
(Swift 12-5), 305 pm
Colorado (Blair 3-7) at Florida (Hammond 10-5),
635 pm
Chicago (Morgan 7-9) at Cindnnali (Moldier 84).
635 pm
Hamar (Dratek 7-10) at Flalburgh (Taman 24).
635 pm.
St Louis (Mocha 7-3) at Atlanta (Glavin" 11-4)
6 40 p m
New York (Teighodor 3-1) al San Diego (Greg Harris 9-9). 905 pm
Philadelphia (Jackson 7-7) at Loa Angeles
(R Martinez 5-4). 935 p m

522

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627

LOS imams(Am - Soots, shortstop Kevin Stocker,
called up from the moors to help
web his defense. is provedmi
sante Wadies. too.
Jim Eiseereich drove
two
runs. secledieg a us-breaking
single
the seventh mama, as
the PhiNies struggled to beat the
Los Angeles Dodgers 7-5 Monday sight.
Darren Dailies led off the
seventh with a ground-rule double against reliever Omar Daal
(1-3) and scored on Eisenreich's
single to make it 6-5. Milt
Thompson's single put runners
on the corners and Stocker, who
had three hits, drove in a run with
a groundout.
"When I came up, was actually hitting a little bit better than
what my average showed,''
Stocker said. But I made a couple
of adjustments and I've been
working on it. I've been fortunate
enough to get in a hot streak in

FAR LANDS
TRAVEL AGENCY Inc.
"CWOUN
Companion Rate

HOUSTON (AP) - Charles
Barkley was in court to contest a
corporation's lawsuit in which
the Phoenix Suns star stands to
lose SI30-,000:
The suit was filed by Allstate
Chemical Corp.'s Profit Sharing
Plan and its Purchase Pension
Plan. A jury had found that Barkley received cash in exchange for
two promissory notes he ulti-

First
First Person Pays
First Person Pays

PAGE 7

$519.00
4 Nights $569.00
7 Nights $779.00

mately failed to pay. Barkley was
ordered to pay $20,320 to Allstate's Employee Money Purchase
Pension Plan, $36,890 to Ailstate's-Pront Sharing Plan and
S70,(810 in attorney's fees.
His attorney, Glenn Fahl, said
the suit was one of several filed
against professional athletes as a
result of business dealings by
agent Lance Luchnick.

BOSTON (AP) - Manute
Catapano. Bol's Boston-based
Bol's cousin was stabbed with a
agent, said the fight at a Nairobi
pen knife during a bar fight _in. _hotel was started by eight foreign
Kenya that involved the 7-foot-7
relief workers. Bol was not hurt.
Philadelphia 76crs center. Frank
_

II Express...
FROM PAGE 6
balls overall. He was clocked at a
high of 96 in the fourth and he
averaged 94 mph in his last 2 2L1
innings, up 1 mph from the first
three.
Ryan credited his success to a
long recovery and a deliberate
first -inning.
"Normally, I don't pitch well
when I come back from an
extended layoff like this. So I
really took my time in the first
inning. I wanted to make sure I
got through the inning without
digging myself a hole," he said.
By the time Ryan got his second out in the sixth, he and Kennedy knew the right-hander had
reached his limit. He had thrown
91 pitches and with the lefthanded hitting Reimer up, lefty
reliever Craig Lefferts got the
call.
"I was ready," Ryan said.
Encouraged by the performance, Ryan hopes he can be a
key part of the Rangers' run for
their first AL West title. Monday's victory put them two games
behind the Chicago White Sox.
"1 hope to start every fifth
day," said Ryan, whose next
scheduled start is Sunday against
Toronto.

prat INC
Alter Piatia's el& and a two
out walk to %Ind' Webster. thc
Midget. got kill singles trim.
Jody Reed, Assail° And Welt
Butler Butler stoic second whit,
Astacio gut taught in a tunikiviri
between third and home. abAt
scored the go-ahead run as th,
throw from third baseman Dase
Hollins hit hini in the ha.b.
110/

-They have an outstanding
team,- Piaiia said "Esery lean'
at one time of the
:,Ar is going
go through a down slide. and
lately, it seemed like th4.-y haven't
been playing that well. The
obviously haven't been plaing
the way they did in the first ou
plc of months, hut they're still in
first place."

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Bol's cousin stabbed in Nairobi

Call 753-4563
For Installation and Service
c1') South 12th St., Murray

Jul,:s.1101TIESEBuys

PICNIC PACK!
8 Pieces
plus...4 Homemade
Buttermilk Biscuits
Large Rice, Large
Side Salad
and 2 Liter Drink

Creole
Fried
Chicken
Regular or Hot 'N Spic!.

$998

;T4
ca)
KY
FARM
BUREAU
Rated:
A++ Superior

Special Good Thru
July 31, 1993

Jr!

FOOD MART
]
OPEN 24 HOURS
A

"
•

4th & Chestnut. Murray

100 East College. Mayfield

753.4703
Bob
Cornelison

24 HOUR NEP
DAYS 753-5273
ANOUOILS 4k

492-8219 OR 753-1833 NIGHTS

Keep Up The
Trend.
Recycle This
Newspaper
Again.

A4 GUTTERS
-Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential)

We have one of the most modern body shops in this area
specializing in customer satisfaction.
*All makes and models repaired.
*All work 100% guaranteed.
•On all repairs over $750, see us about Parker
Qualified Loaner Program.

-Vinyl Siding

Stop by and see our new facility.

-Replacement Windows

FORD

"You Will Re Satisfied"

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

MERCURY

*Lifetime Guarantee*

LINCOLN

$
99
August Departure
Person Pays 3 Nights

my first 10 or so as-hats, and I Enc Kenos before escaping a
hope I stay hot Right mow. I'm
bases-loaded tam by retiring
Jest trying 10 May infr$51•C at Plain as a fly ball. Andersen
111C plate and not take a lot of
pitched I 2-1 innings and Mitch
pitches.''
Williams got the last three outs
Stocker. 21, is 15-for-40 since for his 25th save
his promotion on Juls 7 He bat"It's tough with two outs, and
ted .211 for Triple- A Scranton that guy (Andersen) threw some
this season.
tough pitches." Plaza said. "I
Philadelphia maintained its
wanted to help the club and hit
three-game lead oser St. Louis in the ball a little better than I did. I
the NI East.
didn't like the swing I took."
The Phillies tied the score 4-all
The Dodgers spotted Philadelin the sixth inning on Pedro Asiaphia a 3-0 lead before rallying for
cio's bases-loaded walk to Mick- four runs in the second against
ey Morandini, and took a 5-4 emergency starter Mike Williams.
lead when Daal forced in a run, The right-hander, making his
with a walk to John Kruk.
sixth. appearance and first start
Mike Pia/ia's 19th homer
since his July 2 recall from the
pulled the Dodgers even in the
minors, got the call after Ben
bottom of the sixth against relievRivera suffered a contusion on
er Roger Mason (1-7), who his right index finger during hatearned his first victory in a Phillics uniform with an inning of
relief.
Larry Andersen replaced David
West in the seventh and walked

Barkley taken to court

Quality Work at a fair price.
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Rookie shortstop keeps Phils afloat
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Reundtrip Air From Nashville Amernmedenons plus tax at 5 Star
ROtai. Purport Hee Transfers

41111

CALL
7537020'

701 Main Street

,

Murray; Ky.

(502) 753-5273
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Leadership Mummy was funned
by the Murray Calloway Cow)
to
Cominsece
of
Chamber
Atoolldies kodergliP Posmial In
our community. It brims together
Ind v duels with diverse backgrounds and experiences who have
demonstrated talent and COMMAmeat for leadership. Tluough this
program,they will have an unprecedented opportunity to become more
aware of the dynamics of the social
and economic changes of today and
their impact on our community.
Class participants will develop an
in-depth understanding of the interrelationships and complexities of

cornet isms tug Money and
CsItoway County a the camas
years.'11au.face-to-face discussions widi commuesty leaders and
well-inkiented executives from orpulsations and institutions that
help form the SWYClUft of our'
community. they view community
needs objectively. In addition.
participants will broaden their own
communication and probkm-solvirig skins through planned interaction.
Applications for the 1993-1994
Leadership Murray class are being
accepted through July 31. For
information, call the Chamber office at 753-5171 or John Williams at
753-3231.

Contract Bridge
ONO

Accentuating the Negative

$18 688

'91 FORD EXPLORER
EDDIE BAUER
Top of the line, loaded up.
Local trade in, hunter green
with tan leather, sharp!

Cain's

,f

lacsory rebate.
tai 'Ate. Iloanse
O9P6S tee
D
,
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essary because, when you play the
queen, West shows out, discarding
the three of clubs. When you then
cash thejack,Westdiscards the three
ofeliarnonclerandthemiestionievrhat
to play next:
•K 1062
If you are accustomed to obeying
di• K 8 2
partner's signals, you should have
EAST
WEST
# AQJ964 no problem. By discarding a low club
•K
Q4
and a low diamond,partner has asked
V9
you not to play those suits. It would
•Q J 9
•8 7 5 4 3
dlsQJ10
be pointless to shift to a trump,so, by
+97643
elimination, you lead another spade
SOUTH
at trick four, even though this play
+ 1052
VAKJ7652
hands declarer a ruff and discard.
This turns out well when your
•A
partner acquires a trump trick he
+A 5
otherwise would not have made,and
The bidding:
sooner or later declarer goes down
North East
South West
one. Note that the spade continua1 NT 2+
1
l'ass
tion would beequally effectiveif West
4V
had started with the J-x-x of trumps
Opening lead — king of spades.
Bridge is a partnership game,and instead of the Q-x.
It is obviousfrom West's negative
nowhere does -this fact assert itself
more forcefully than during defen- signals in diamonds and clubs that
he lacks the ace of either suit, since
sive play.
Assume you're East and partner he would surely have signaled with a
leads the king ofspades againstfour high card to show an ace if he had
hearts. You overtake the king with one. By inference, therefore, partner
the ace to cater to the possibility that is demanding that you lead another
spade, and there is no good reason to
the king may be singleton.
The overtake turns out to be nec- disobey him.
Tomorrow: The better way.
South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
+873

CHRYSLER.PLYMOUTH.DODGNEEP•EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray., "753-6448

-•(

SAVINGS SPARK-TACULAR

arton
*4.00 off
Kool-Marlboro - Winston - Cambridge - Doral
Come in and
40e off Per Pack
check our
Winston-Marlboro
other specials!

OPEN 24 HOURS
"Eagle" Corn Broom

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING:Oultting Smoking
Now Grog* Reduces Sonoma Risks to Your Hearth.

811 Sycamore, Murray • 753-7333

Tough fibers resist breaking
and shedding. Four-strand
stitching for added durability.

Read the classifieds

105'20

Qypsies pitch in with
Habitat for Humanity
ASHLAND. Ky. lAP) — Tbsse's a pod explaaation for why
Lyndall abaft loom she coosori hb.e a Gypsy.
gym.
No km
MOM aaa one of low people also live yews ago waned Gypgongof coosirwisas workers who eoa the
sew ke MAIM
WM houses for Habitat for Heinani4. the laserComoWy
wswiessioo oho provides homes at cost to lowness* familiss. Now 300 families are usenibers
Ashland wes is Wm slap for the 67-year-old Rhoades and his
wife. Charlatan, from Middleville. Mick. The Rhoades have worked
as homes in Ohio. Missiseri, Wisconsin. Maine. Michigan and
1.41114111111.
—We jest feel (animate that our health allows us to do this,"
Mrs. Rhoades said.
Gypsies receive a list every year from Habitat's world headquarters in Americas. Ga., that tells , them where and when they are
needed. said Clayton MacDonald. a 63-year-old Gypsy from Swartz
Creek, Mich.
Richard Munn, president of the Ashland-liontron Habitat For
Humanity group, said the Gypsies have provided an important morale boost with their spirit and enthusiasm.
Those two qualities, plus teamwork, arc what keep Gypsies
goipg. Lyndell Rhoades said.
"We work for people, we work with pe.ople," he said.
Many Gypsies say the program has helped them cope with
retirement
"I just wanted to do something that had a personal reward."
MacDonald said. "I can't just sit around and play pool eight hours
a day."
There's no doubt that the Gypsy program makes Habitat's success more meaningful, said Sara Coppler, Habitat's associate regional director in Lexington.
She said Gypsies "provide a sense that something special is
going on."
The house the Gypsies were working on in Ashland_ was_thc_13th_
tlial-Ashlind-irCintion Habitat has built -in its eight-year history. Other state Habitat affiliates that have benefited from the
Gypsies' Kentucky tour are Bowling Green, Morehead and
Remingsburg.
Worldwide, the Habitat organization has completed more than
20,000 homes in the 17 years since it started, and should pass
25,000 this fail, Coppler said.
Those figures make Rhoades beam.
"There used to be a saying that the sun never sets on the British
Empire," he said. "Well, Habitat is like that now."

Report: Pope performed
Italian exorcism in 1982
ROME (AP) — Pope John
Paul 11 performed an exorcism in
1982 on an Italian woman, heal.
ing her with the promise of a
Mass.
'The account was included in
the memoirs of Cardinal Jacques
Martin, who served as the Vatican's prefect of the pontifical
household, a post similar to master of ceremony. Martin died in
1992.
Italian news reports Monday
quoted from the book, "My Six
Popes," published in France. The
Vatican corroborated the account
of the exorcism today.
The woman,.. -identified, as,
Francesca F., was "rolling on the
heard her cries. The pope began
to pray, pronouncing various
(words of) exorcism, but in
vain," the account went. "When,
at the end, (the pope) said to the
woman,'Tomorrow I'll say Mass

2 Ft. Wood Step Ladder
Sturdy yellow pine folding ladder
features braced bottom step for stability. 11084

13e/4911All
YOUR CHOICE
197
R EA.

WASP &
NMI

ILLEJI

Graham Smith, M.D

o

announces the opening of his new
family iiractice in Marshall County.

AteE
Hardware

Pest Control
Choose from Ant & Roach Killer, Home Fogger, Flying
Insect Killer, or Wasp & hornet Killer.
72676, 72672, 72673, 72675

AS
SEEN
ON 1V

20 In. Box Fan
3-speed portable fan provides
maximum cooling comfort. Grey
with white trim. fia858

• Complete Family Health and
Preventive Health Care
• Physicals
• Assignment accepted, Medicare,
Medicaid, Blue Cross/Blue Shield
of Kentucky
• Admitting privileges Marshall
County Hospital
• Hours: 8:30-5:30 Monday thru Friday

for you,' suddenly Francesca F.
became normal again and she
apologized to the pope."
Bishops are allowed to perform
exorcisms, a religious' ritual to
drive out the devil. John Paul, as
pope, also serves as bishop of
Rome.
The ANSA news agency said
the cardinal recalled that a year
later, the woman and her husband
had an audience with the pope.
The woman was about to have a
baby, and was "perfectly
healed," the cardinal wrote.

Baby gorilla has
New York mom,
Cleveland dad
NEW YORK (AP) — Timmy
the gorilla, whose forced separation from a sterile mate in Cleveland drew protests from animal
lovers, has become a first-time
father at the Bronx Zoo.
Veteran gorilla 'mother Pattycake, 21, gave birth to a 5-pound,
6-ounce male on Sunday, said the
Wildlife Conservation Society,
which runs the Bronx Zoo. It is
Timmy's first offspring and Pattycake's sixth.
Timmy, 34, was separated
from his mate Katie at the Cleveland Mctroparks Zoo and sent to
New York in October 1991, in
hopes of diversifying the gene
pool of the captive gorilla
population.
Their forced separation
angered animal rights activists
who said the emotional trauma on
the animals would be great.
Under the breeding contract,
the baby belongs to the Cleveland
zoo, said Mctroparks spokeswoman Susan Allen.-However, that
doesn't necessarily mean the
baby will live at the Cleveland
zoo, she said.

Woodmen offers a
wide variety 01 life
insurance plans Which
provide lle‘ibility on
insurance protection
anti las-deferred
interest features. To
find the plan that
meets your needs,
contact:

While Supplies Last!
Marshall County Hospital

HURRY! WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!

New Addition
George McClain Drive

See your Helpful Hardware Man at:

Benton, KY

SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.
753-3361

208 E. Main
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Reader Ads:
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Notice

INVITATION TO BID FOR FLEET
INSURANCE FOR SCHOOL BUSES
The Calloway County Board of Education
will receive sealed bids for fleet insurance
for school buses for the Calloway County
School District until 1:30 p.m., Thursday,
August 5, 1993.
Specifications will be on file in the Calloway County Board of Education office building, 2110 College Farm Road, Murray, KY,
and interested bidders may obtain the
necessary forms there.

re than
Id pass
INVITATION TO BID
British

The Housing Authority of Murray will
receive bids on used refrigerators, ranges,
and a few miscellaneous items,on an
where-is basis.
Items may be seen at 400 Ash Street,
Murray,on July 22,1993 between 8:30a.m.
and 12:00 nixm.

ccsca F.
and she

perform
ritual to
Paul, as
ishop of

Bids must be sealed and delivered to
reach the Housing Authority office, located
at 716 Nash Drive, Murray, KY 42071, by
2:00 p.m., July 22,at which time the formal
bid opening will be conducted.
The Housing _Authority reserves the
right to reject any and all bids, if deemed to
be in the best interest of the Housing
Authority.

1993 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare supplement
insurance is now
standanzed in 10
plans and we write
all la
The part A deductible
you. Or your
Insurance,
must pay has been
increased to $676 in
1993.
For more informauun
call:
McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753.4199
or nationwide 1-800455-4199
-out 31st year of service"
AURORA Pizza Magic Genuine hand tossed pizza.
fresh salads, sandwiches,
gyros Open all .year at
-'5pm Closed Mon and
474-8119,
Tues
1-800-649-3804.
MRS. THERESA, Reader
11 Advisor. A true born
Psychic, gifted from God
5 54 7904 call for
appornevient
ROGER Hudson Hauling
Hudson Horse and Clothing Supply 753-4545
025
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Personal
Notice

Hear Ye! Hear Ye!
Announcement to
'be made - Shelia
Mohler tumcd 30
today. And withonly a_ touch
gray.
-.

MEET 100s of nice singles
Down Home Singles, Box
323-ML, Rogersville, TN
37857. 615-235-5000
SPOUSE Abuse Hotline
759-4050 A United Way
Agency
nsn
Lost
And Found

of

Happy Birtlitlay
Old Lady!

Oh gracious me
just look and
see who turned
thirty!!!

FOUND: Blonde Cocker
Spaniel in Forrest Coleman
Rd area. 753-7311_
LOST: purse at Murray Airport. 759-1720.
060
Help
Wanted
AVON sales. Be--happy.
Earn $8-$10hr Part time,
no inventory investment
Free samples, product, kit,
training. 1-800-690-AVON.

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 roo$t to Johnny Robertson Road.
south to Sq. Hale Road, right on Sq. Hale HMO 114 Mild
OPEN TO THE PURL G

753-0466

NON.PROf:T ORGAN ?ARON

P.0 Box 1033

Murray

America's Second Car

Ug19Duckling
iTAGEMEEZ111
orations Coast to
I

Cars, Custom Vans and Vans For Moving
112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Terry
Tatlock
Licensed
Agent

MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
We represent several of the top rated
companies including; Continental General, CNA,Employers Health, ICH, Principal Mutual, Travelers, Union Bankers &
Washington National, to give you the best
possible rates and benefits. For "Top
Companies and Top Service" contact
Terry at: 753-4199

McConnell Ins. Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

_

Experienced meat cutter and meat wrapper
needed. Apply in person.

Owen Food Market
1407 Main St.
DRIVERS NEEDED Both
experienced 8 inexperienced. FREE TRAINING
for inexperienced drivers if
you qualify Call today for
your
future
1-e00-877-e180.

sari

Competitive salary
and benefits. Knowledge of Lotus and
Excel required. College degtvc a plus.
Must possess excellent conununication
skills. Send resume
to:
Personnel Director
P.O. Box 730
Murray, KY 42071

LOCAL business office
seeks motivated individual
with excellent oommunica
Don skills for Medicare billing position Strong Medi
care billing skills required
Duties include Medicare
and secondary billing. iollow up and data entry AAed
ical office experience pre
feared If you desire a chal
longing position with
excellent company benefits, send resume to PO Box
29, Murray. KY 42071
NURSES Aide PRN train
on all shifts 8 work as
needed, not a full time position_ Must be flexible, have
own transportation Pleasant atmosphere Apply in
person Fern Terrace
Lodge, 1505 Stadium View
Dr. Murray EOE
SERVICE Master is accepting applications for
work in Murray area Apply
at 734 So 6th. Paducah or
call 443-8146
SERVICE person needed
for local established Mobile
Home Dealer Experienced
in electrical and plumbing
Top wages & benefits
Apply in person at Gateway
Mobile Homes, HWY 68,
Benton, Ky
WANTED barmaids, waitresses & dancers, $500
plus weekly Doll House
Cafe, Paris. Tn
901-642-4297 7pm-2am
070
Domestic
Childcare
WILL do house cleaning
Call Jean 474-2131 nights
WILL do home health personal care Nights only
Call after 6pm or leave
message 753-4590
090
Position
Warded
SEWING jobs wanted, including formal wear
753-1061
100

Coact

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Office: 753-6910
1 -800-THE-DUCK

DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career?,We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students. Call
753-9378 Five days a week
• between 8:00am-3:00pm.
We are an EOE. This proOct is funded by the Western Kentucky Private Industry Council-JTPA.

Executive
Secretary
Position

FULL time experienced
cook, country cooking
Hours 5-1 and 1-9. Apply at
Ann's Country Kitchen,
Hazel, Ky.
LEAD pressman for small
printshop in Murray. Must
have experience on
presses up to 29'. Addi
Donal knowledge helpful.
Call 502-753-8802 and ask
tor Marc.
UCENSED cosmetologist,
kAl time at NeonAlloptch
Tanning Salon. la 'your
own boss, set your own
hours Call 753-7275.

&WM'S
0900
.
1UnnY
MULTI MILLION DOLLAR
Company needs independent distributors in ,this
area. Be your own boss
Set your own pay scale
502-345-2507.

EMERSON 8000E, 2 disc
drive computer, fully IBM
PC/XT compatability High
speed 10MHz CPU, MSDOS, 3.3 inch ROM memory, include monochrome
monitor, Epson 1-1000 action printer and professional write and quattro
spread sheet programs
Excellent for college student. excellent condition,
$600. Must sell 759-1547
PC service & training at
your location. Reasonable
rates. No service call
charge in Murray-Mayfield
area. Color printers from
3229.97. CaN Hankins Research today for appointment Calloway Co
753-7001, Graves Co
247-9257.

160
Want
To Buy

270
Home
Furnishings

ANTIQUES by the piece or HUTCH/server & refrigeracollections Call 753 9.433 tor,excellent condition,
$300/ea Large microwave
after 5pm
$75 753-8562
CASH paid for good, used
nfles shotguns, and pis VIRGINIA House oak table
tots Benson Sporting with drop leaves, deacon's
Goods, 519 S 12th, bench and 2 chairs, excellent condition, $200 Phone
Murray
753 9976
PORTABLE building suit
WICKER glass top dining
able for office 474 8891
table 42"sq round top with
STANDING timber, top dot 4 chairs. $200 436 5353
lar paid 753 9808

1958 FORD Model600 with
1917 BRUNSWICK pool new bushhog 1963 Ford
table needs restoring Ask 601 with new bushhog
mg $500 Call Break Time Both in excellent condition
Billiards 759 9303
753 0509 or 759 9898
ALTERATIONS and re- 1 ROW New Idea corn
pairs Rental gowns & tuxe 'picker. excellent condition.
dos Ruth s See and Sew $1600 753 0610
Country Square, 1608 N
121 Murray 753 6981
201:1
Sports
BOGARD trucking and exEquipaisnt
cavating, inc We haul top
soil gravel fill dirt white STEEPLETON pool table
rock no rap 759 1828
$1500 Marcy weight maJET skis for sale VXR 650 chine $1000 753-7976
bladed runner, 1992 model WEIGHT equipment 'Bru
Will sell separate or tus Triad Oly" set with
together 753-9274
300tbs of plates curt bar &
JUST Armed, New ship
ment of 16 & 16 5" Blom
light truck tires All tread
patterns $65/ea plus tax
Mounted. balanced & put.
on Warehouse Tire 400
Industrial Rd 7531111
JUST arrived, Shipment of
XP2000 General W L 1st
line tires at a low, low price
175-70 13 $45 Ware
house Tire. 400 Industrial
Road. Murray. Ky
753 1111
METAL for farm & commer
coal buildings Galvanized
Galvalume, and painted in
01 and 02 grade Choice of
10 colors Call 489 2722 or
489 2724 for prices
SLEEPER sofa, great con
dition $100 Dresser w
mirror. 6 drawers. white
$90 Yamaha keyboard
pss-170 wadaptor $75
753 8475 after 4 30 or
leave message

attachments 'Solo flex'
type exercise unit All in
good condition $500 obo
Call 753 3868 or 436 6099

210
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
4,37 4667

1988 16030 MOBILE home
2br. 2 bath central ha Sell
for pay ot1 759 4065
1993 FLEETWOOD 14x50
2br, 1 bath Need to sell
$10,500 759 1788
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
435-4027
SAVE, Save. Save' One of
the area's largest selection
of manufactured homes
Every home is quality built
& energy efficient Dinkins
Mobile Homes. Inc Hwy
Paris,
79E,
TN
1 800 642 4891
TWa_triiilers 2br. 12x55,
needs repair. $1500 2 or
3br. 12x65. 1978 Cayon
Crest, recently redecor
ated, underpinning, $4500
436-5032 or 753-7861
2130
Mobil
Homes For Rent
28R, appliances & wate
furnished Available now
Riviera Courts Coleman
RE 753 9898
2BR, refrigerator & stove
$250,mo. $200 deposit
New Concord Pets wet
come 436 5025
2 MOBILE homes, near
Alma, 5 minutes from Mar
ray $210 or $225/mo Call
759 9806 days 753 1861
nights
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking dis
tance to college 753 5209

PIANO for sale Like new
Console Piano Will finance
with good credit and small
down payment Can be
seen locally Call (800)
635-7611
PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk 753 9600

NEW condition 7/, ton
Trane heat & air unit Wit
accept bids 753 1300 at
ter 7pm 489 2116

WOOD burning stoye in4 CAR garage 753 4509
sert, good condition
K T I and Associates offer
753-4471
.ing a full line of investigative FOR Rent Business Retail
or Office Space in S Side
services Bel Air Center
Shopping Center
155
753-3868
cl 436 6888' "` 753 4509 or 753 6612
Appliances

270
Mobile
ENTERPRISE stove. 36'
Homes For Selo
wide. white 5125 Fridigdare refrigerator with ice 12x45 NEW paint carpet
maker, white, 21 Cu ft
underpinning good condi$125 Both perfect working tion, $3495 753 0021
condition 435-4004 after 6
14x52 FLEETWOOD 2br
Pm
plus appliances, gas heat,
c/a Asking $8500 Call
7534827 after 5pm

BEDROOM sot, good condition 436-2743
HIDE-A-BED couch, green
tweed, excellent condition
Almost new lazy Boy re
diner, brown leather,
S50/ea 901-232 8623

1981 14x65 MASCOT,
completely set up 3br, 2
bath, central air, natural
gas heat, masonite
shingle roof, city water,
cal* Can be moved or
rent 2 acre lot , North of
Murray $11,500 obo Call
7537684 -leave message

Futrell
Farms
of Murray

East
Behind East Elementary School
Picking Early Varieties of Corn
July 19, 1993
Picking Alain Crops July 24
(Canning & Freezing Corn)
Also Available: Pus, Beane, Towline & Peppers

753-8848

,H IC HENRY COUNTY
M I C MEDICAL CENTER
Home Health Service
has positions

open for:

Attention Murray!
POSTAL JOBS

FULL-TIME RN
FULL-TIME OFFICE CLERK

Start 311.41/1w.•benefits.
For appliestien&info ,eall
trnoncieses Ta.m.18
10 p.m., 7 days.

Excellent benehta package.For further
information. contact.Debbie Sanders.
RN, Director, at 642-7600. ROE

200 AMP service pole for
trailer 753-7975.

1982 HILLCREST. f4x70
3br Contact Bank Of Mur
ray. 753 1893. Collections
Dept

1, 2.3.4BR apts,furnished,
very nice, some with
washer & dryer, near MSU
No pets Also room for rent
753-6111, 753-1252 days
753-0606 after 5pm

170

320
Apartments
For Rent

Mobile
Homes For Sala

Livestock
di Supplies

FURNISHED lbr apt
$265/mo $265 deposit El
hciency apt 27, blocks from
MSU $175imo $175 de
posit Call 753 7953
MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759 4984 Equal
Housing OpportunitY
NEAR Campus for two college students $125 each
per month Call 753 9564
Ham to 4pm
NEAR campus tor three
college students $150
each per month Call
753 9564 8am to 4pm
NEW large 3br duplex in
quite wooded area Avail
obit) August. $650,mo No
pets lyr lease 753 4573
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent housing Apply in person at
Snurtisidu Manor, 906
Broad St Extended between 8am 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bed
rooms handicap accessible Equal Housing Opportunity Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin, Ky or call
502 437 4113

Lasso

AKC chocolate Lab fe
male, age 1', years $150
Also AKC yellow Lab pup
pees, males $150 females
$125 Call 753 5211
AKC German Sheperd
pups. 7wks old. breed for
temperment & obedience
quality 1 9.01 644 0315
COCKER Spaniel puppies
AKC registered $50 Call
after 4pm 753 7232
HAVE an obedient sate
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436 2858
PEG'S Dgill_proomin_g_
753 2915
-

Now Open

DOG DAY
AFTERNOON
Dog Grooming
All Breeds, All Sizes
Southside Shopping Cir

759-1768

HOME grown tomatoes
50,Ib from 10am 6pm
1306 Sycamore 753 1794
NEAR MSU, kitchen, living
room, privileges, utilities
furnished Coleman RE
753 9898

1004 MAIN Large house
2br appliances carpeting
central fita $360/mo $300
deposit
No pets
759-1265
2BR home 8 miles SE of
Murray No pets Refet
ences & deposit required
492 8594
3BR convenient location
No pets
$500 mo
753 3293
5BR 2 bath $490/mo plus
deposit 753 0095
LARGE 4 or 5br house
$400,mo plus deposit
474 8222

2BR apt near campus No
pets 753-5980

EXECUTIVE 2br. 2 bath
duplex with center garage,
utility room, bay window &
more Available August 1,
$500 per month plus deposit No pets 759 4586

AKC Collie pups
type 753 8974

VERY spacious 2br. 2 bath
duplex Northwood Drive.
appliances furnished. con
tat air & gas heat $475/mo.
1 month deposit, 1 yr lease
No pets 753-2905

REDECORATED unfurn
ished house 2br 1 bath
1BR & studio apt available. garage garden area near
appliances furnished Cole Murray No pets $375/mo,
man RE 753-9898
deposit Lease Refer
1 OR 2br apts near down ences 753-7551
town Murray 753-4109
VERY spacious house for
2BR apt, large rooms, very rent lbr 1 bath, stove,
near MSU for up to 4 stu refrigerator furnished
dents, washer, dryer. $300/mo 1 mo deposit, 1yr
stove, refrigerator furn- lease 753 2905
ished. Coleman RE
753-9898

2BR duplex, central h/a
appliances furnished
Available now in Westwood
Subdivision Coleman RE
753-9898

ARABIAN horses for sale
registered 436 2528

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20 S404n° 759-4081
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units available 753-2905 for more
information

U PICK Blueberries
436 2680

COPEIAND'S
0RCILotR
Mayfield
Now Picking Red Haven
Peaches. Apples
623-8312

13 PARTIALLY wooded
acres with nice barn, only 3
miles from town city water
available Just reduc,edl
Call Kopperud Realty
753 1222 MLS 03487 &
MLS 03486
45 ACRES located be
tween Murray & Kentucky
Lake in area of attractive
homes & farms Platted &
recorded for subdivision
sales Newly paved road
through property Reduced
for quick sale Builders
check on this Call KOp
perud Realty 753 1222
MLS #3840
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges If
you we thinking of selling
contact one of our courte
ous and professional
agents at 753 1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
RE/MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Perrin Paul Dailey
Bel Air
Center
502 753 SOLD
1 800-369 5780
ROBERTS Realty Cello
way County's oldest and
most reliable' real estate
agency For all your real
estate needs call them today at 753 1651 1 Syca
more and 12th St

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger 8,r' Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card
MasterCard

Call Us Tay!

753-1916
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Quiet sweetSs
scalping wo Z C.go
ay Owner moo monks
to tee $70s tor qua saw
Phone 753 S211
WW1

les
N. See
t+

48A • bee. DR LR FR
fireplace Tenced yard
good oeighticehood very
nice $97 500 7S0 4897

,ots flsetaline

spin *nerd restructons
no mobile homes• Say*
wooded Southwest School
p•seict natufe. gas otv
water
cabiev.sion
33
wires from city lends Fi
nanong "ratable Lots as
iaar as $4500 753564' or
53 1566

liMbiLEY ;Ake Canton
area New country style
vinyl siding home on 3
acres *or wrap wound
wont porch 3 or 4br 2 beih
toe & carpeted floors super
insulaled & priced to seN at
$65 500 Twin Lakes Real
Estate 753 0563

Firma
For Sale

HOUSE for sale or rent
near AImo $35000 or
325 mo Call 759 9806
days 753 1861 nights

UP to 225 acres at Coldwa
ter 71.3 1300 after 7pm
489 2116

Motorcycles
1983 YAMAHA IT 175
$400 Call 753 2252

TAYLOR BUILDS

ON YOUR LOT

WN_

411

1550 SQ. FT. BRICK HOME FOR ONLY $49,900.00.
Nie*3 bedroom ranch,energy efficient, brick home with
2 full baths, fireplace. central heat & air, vaulted ceiling,
dishwasher, -range_skylight, and many'inore amenities
Custom built on crawl space.

BUILDING
CYLOR
CORPORATION
Over 6,000 Satisfied Customers Since 19.58
MODEL AVAILABLE
(502)654-3267 '
(502)582-1800
Basement and Garage Optional

**************** ******

AUCTION
Saturday, July 24
10:00 a.m.
Industrial Equipt. • Trucks
[toilers • Trailers
,
location: rill Star Fencing
Paris,TS.,2155 East Wood Strut,
Parte Almost acres Road from Peppers Chryskr Dodge
Dealership. Tribe fiery. 79 toward Ky. Lake. Can't Wan
1111 t)f Evalpi (Trauer type Srruth air compressor. set 0100D8307.
• .4: rivide17. 90 &14':h Jack Hammer). 1988 S1600 dese/ truck
• sleeper &IS ft wee.Juin'bed,64765 maks.ter IIPM4511551836).
Neu.• Holland skid weer loader - L785712931 - Forks • bucket um
hole digger). (Shaver goat hole hyd. digger). (1-7D-IIE Dreamer
donwe power shift
6 way bide - rode track /winch). (Caw
uenc.her. model 10.4 scr I/X-124-2683X has loc.khoe att. Mack).(rwo
Mustang II D t111 trailer • modern'sale- dual wheel pulite honk).(2(1
^ 141510 Delta goose neck flat bed). (IH-510 loader */fork.
ao owed swarms Cummins rename.:.al 4/9.1050853).(175-C III
1...a4er 4 & I hucket good necks,SN 2110),(DI I 25 E looder.4 & 1
Stoke% SA 641f. nee tracks). SOMC fine egrispnevt.
Misc. Toots: Miller 250 DC welder. Foamy welder wileads, lots of
:nosc air tool., electric auricle pole, NM 400s 12 gauge gal ewe.
f: 1Z 9 ga 1.4 green my1).(1005. 4a6 p. r brown
Oen •,t•Y• Pow At pp.). Fmk'.snarrs...nyi Gamy,(used chain-link
•• ,,t used- pape.(14.0 lottery charipir). Nand name ci.Ind,
•
vets, inder umtplewly full of tools & me .gas furnace
1..m,: ash Beni(crier swung amountlobe honored until Auguet6
I',nom ,..nplymg.urileas equipromt purchased sits on lot until
peratnal atria.. clear
Sole_ lax collected if !rouge not • deal= Tas manner mut be
•
ai sue twin OPENSAIE - Consignments Welcome
Reason Fe Sale All Sur Fencing reducma sue of operation
sere fee sr mg a eurplus of tools & erpoprient
•or Mower's('omments: This a absolutely clean and good useable
eguitornent not pa& Mr. Dealer, Mr User, be present.
konoursement day of male will have prucdence war primed MM.

*
•

•
*
*

•
•
*
•
*

350 TRANSMISSION
$100 753-2771

£70

Classified

•
•

110/1(11111 AUTO REPAIR
Dealer SY Speciakzing n
mechanical & electrical rw
salon& repair of anagui
cars & visas 'Experienced
in domestic & import vela
cies Tune up & mew or
minor engine ropers Call
(502) 437 4641 ask for
Terry If the machine an
swers please Neve your
name & number & I will
return your call

351 CLEVELAND modified
motor & transmission
3BR remodeled in & out • $350 753-2771
Move in now' $49 500
753 8061

38R 2 bath brick 1380sq
ft 3yrs old $72,000 Phone
tor appointment 753 3293

•
*

Agee
Illesilea

CUTE as can be 7 room
newly remodeled 9 miles
By owner
on 94E
753-9963

24 ACRES southwest of
Murray Cali alter 9pm
435 4472

NO.

11164 SR 230 ,viourcvd.
rim amour MO orm
474 ZO2 I

BOGARI) REALTY &
AUCTION CO.
Dover, Tenn. 615-232-5150 Firm lac. 45
Auctioneer: Ed "Bogie" Bogard, Lie. 548
615-232-6221
* * **********************

1974 MAVERICK, good
second car, $500
753-8085
1980 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass 753-6936
1984 CHRYSLER New
Yorker, excellent condition,
air, power everything,
beautiful leather interior,
car serviced every 3000
miles adult driver only
runs excellent First $2500
drives away 759-4154
1984 CUTLASS Ciera, air,
power, good condition
$1995 753-8085
1988 GRAND AM, white
2dr, sunroof, 81 XXX miles
492-8594
1989 CADILLAC Fleetwood Brougham RWD.
53,XXX, tripple silver.
sharp Days only 759 1775
1989 DODGE Dynasty,
.XXX actual miles
22loaded Call 759-1570 or
753-5182
1989 OLDS Cutlass Gera,
good condition .1.4800
753-6319
1991 PONTIAC Sunbird LE
Convertible, excellent con
diton 753-6705
1992 LINCOLN Towncar,
21xxx miles sharp
753-3004
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard Music Murray's Al
pine Car Audio Specialist,
Dixieland Center, 1 block
from MSU dorms
£95

Vans

A.Cemelsolmilho Hee
Mee011.
Inc $ervice selea and is
teeleden ISM £3A4..9
£314327

Reild the classitied,,

AsSOCIATES Oen
ere car stierten feritellef
tag g.Apia dads pawls

aS

"wow trim

0934

7$)

tillOWER weer Seine die
servos 7 daps sem Mow
repro ai yew hams PK
wry &Wad 111 s ellien
'nee 19275)

WILL build patio decks
porches and do small con
crete lobs 474-0105

ADVERTISING TRAINEE POSITION
Looking for an aggressive individual
with an advertising and sales background.
Candidate must possess strong communication skills with experience In advertising
design layout and production. College
degree in Journalism and/or Advertising
Marketing preferred.
Salary plus commission,excellent company benefits. EOE
Send resume to
Murray Ledger & Times. Box 1040A, Murray,
KY 42071

1984 FORD Custom van
as. pibi, a/c, automatic w
cruise, 4 capban chairs
couch that makes bed & ice
chest, excellent condition,
very clean $5000 obo
436 318

Tucked away on a quiet

1989 FORD Ranger XLT
fwb, loaded, 33.XXX miles
753-7724, 753-5303
1991 NISSAN, white with
burgundy interior, 5sp,
stereo/cassette, a/c,
19 XXX miles, $7800 Call
759-9584 evenings

street in one of
Murray's nicest established neighborhoods,
this 4 bedroom, 3 bath quality brick house is
nestled amidst towering oaks, lovely homes
and a bit of country. By owner.

Please call 753-7204
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GUNI1400111WAMI Nogg%
ALPHA Wads Camel,
MUFFLERS brakes
Coen Semis C.
Sod
Iry renkodelna porde& gWirribilation ant-war
shocks ed Met hobs
roofing concrete Omit
G•ii Gary at Guaranteed Ron Omen
ways painting reterele vise
A&G &hese* SINS 12111
71111-41754
mince eic Free seonseis
St 7539919
4992303 •
CUSTOM ouitdozing and
MULCH pod up loads
Ciackna. work mow lie
ANTIQUE refinishing tut
Murray 4365660
kerns .-fit 861 Aar 4pai
Mute repair & custom
PLUMBING
nepeirmari with
woodworking 753 0056
DR'AVA,L finishing
same day service CaN
additions and blow
Pairs
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
436 5255
lag cei ings 75-34751
Factory trained by 3 map(
manufacturers All work ELEC'RiCAL Ron Hail P & S Trucking Hauling
Gravel sand din We build
and parts warranted Ask Heating Cooling & Electric
driveways All types land
tor Andy at The Appliance Inc Service saws and in
seeping Residential or
Works 753 2455
stailabon r502i 435 4699
business Mayfield KY
435 4327
APPLIANCE SERVICE
502-345 2507
Kenmore Westinghouse .EXPERIENCED drywall
QUALITY built roof trusses
Whirlpool 30. years ex finishing new construction
residential commercial &
BOBBY additions blown ceilings
perience
farm 527 2601 Truss Sys
HOPPER 436 5848
436 2060
tom Benton Ky
BACKHOE SERVICE
GENERAL Repair plumb
RICKS Roofing All types
BRENT ALLEN septic tank log rooting tree work
of roots and repairs Tor
installation repair, replace 436-2642
chon modified and rubber
ment 759-1515
GERAD WALTERS
for mobile homes 17 years
BACKHOE Service ROY Roofing vinyl siding paint- experience guaranteed
HILL Septic system drive- ing Free estimates 18 work Free estimates
ways, hauling foundations years experience Local re- phone 502-437 4559
etc 759-4664
ferences 436-2701
ROCKY COLSON Home
BOBS Plumbing Repair GIVE your home a facelift Repair Roofing siding
guaran
All
work
Service
at working mans prices call painting plumbing con753-1134 or Country Discount Builder
teed
crete Free estimates Call
436-5832
Specialties in vinyl siding
474 2307
trim & windows Free no
BRYON'S LAWN SERestimates
obligation
SHEETROCK finishing,
VICE Free estimates
Licensed and Insured
textured ceilings Larry
753-4591
502-247 7871
Chrisman 492-8742
BUSH hogging large or
KITCHEN CABINET RE:----SUREWAY Tree & Stump
small 753-7457
COVERY existing doors & Removal Insured with full
CALLOWAY County Con- frames with woodgrain for- line of equipment Free escrete Structural walls, mica all colors Free esti- timates Day or night
slabs drives walks Col- mates Wulff s Recovery 753 5484
ored & stamped concrete Murray 436-5560
THE Gutter Co Seamless
Free estimates 474 8754
LAWN mowing service In- aluminum gutters variety
LAWN SERVICE Been sured Coleman Benefiel of colors Licensed inmowing my lawn for 25yrs, phone 759-4564
sured Estimate available
would like to mow yours
759-4690
installavinyl
and
CARPET
now 753-8669
BobGlen
tion and repairs
VCR NINTENDO REPAIR
CARROLL SI Garden till- ber 759-1247
Wood VCR Service Center,
ing, grader blade work,
cleaning servicing $15
bushhogging lots Phone LEE'S CARPET CLEAN- most repairs $35 Free estiING
Carpets
furniture
Gerald Carroll (5021
mates Route 1 Almo
Free estimates 753 5827
492-8622
Open 9-12 1-5, Man Fri
CHIN Chlm Chimney LICENSED for electric and 753-0530
Sweeps has 10% senior gas 753 7203
WANTED light hauling
citizen discounts We sell MOODY S mower repair
trees trimmed or removed
chimney caps and screens Pick up and delivery
or mowing Call Don
435-4191
753 5668
753 2772 or 753 2320
OUNTERTOPS custom
Homes trailers, offices
Wulff s Recovery, Murray
436-5560

‘‘I

WEST KY Timber Frames
& Log Homes Dedicated to
excellence in log and timber frame design and construction •Eastern White
Pine Western Red Cedar,
other wood available
'Complete packages available 'Custom design services •Turn key construction Call 437-4017

CHECK
YOUR
AD
Advertisers are requested
to check the first insertion
of ads for any error The
Murray Ledger & Times will
be responsible for only
ONE INCORRECT INSERTION Any error should be
reported immediately so
corrections can be made
CHECK YOUR AD carefully and notify The Classified Advertising Department immediately in case
of an error

753-1916
WILL do odd lobs Shelves,
toilets, simple repairs Experienced, references
available Call Adam
759 9689
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(2D We are proud to use <74
c/recycled newsprint
Protect Your Asphalt Investment.
Don't Wait Until Your Parking Lot Deteriorates.

Seal Coat Today!
Parking lots • Driveways
We use only commercial sealer that lasts 3 times longer than retail sealer. We
guarantee a professional, clean, neat job with the latest applicating equipment. Call today for free estimates.

Murray Paving Company
"Where

81 East Main

Quality Doesn't Cost... It Pays"
Murray

753-0411
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M
A (ESTATE AUCTION)
R THURSDAY, JULY 22,1993
5:00 P.M. - RAIN OR SHINE

If

MR. ROY E. BARLOW: DECEASED

I%

314 WEST 7TH ST, BENTON, KY
3 BLOCKS WEST OF MAIN STREET

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINEz
i
CUSTOM WOODWORKI/9
All Types Ofi'

1985 SPARTAN 3211 Idea
for full time rv or college
student 759-4414

Custom Woodworking

1988 MALLARD Sprinter
mini home, 2011 Chevy
Chassis self-contained,
28,XXX miles Priced
$17,500 753-1376 after
5pm

WINDOW & door repair
Repair, re screen re-glaze
aluminum or wood 20yrs
experience 753-2330
prompt service

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
itog SUNBURY - MURRAY (Behmd Bunny Bread)
763 5a40

FREE to good home Retriever mix puppies
436-5373

Frigidaire
Undercounter Dishwasher

iiiinIti6
s

so

OM

ri

U REAL ESTATE GOES ON THE AUCTION BLOCK AT6:00P.A1.11

n

2 BEDROOM BRICK WITH CARPORT
DISTANCE OF CITY CONVENIENCES
Me New Energy Saving Thermal Windows
.1:11 Recent New Roof
Me Natural Gas Central Heat
Me Very Nice Spacious Rooms
g Comfortable Kitchen w/Many Cabinets
M' Large Closets And Utility Area
ALSO A SEPARATT ONE smote OHMIC( APARTWINI NOME
ALL SELLING AS ONE PARCEL
-$5,000 00 DOWN BALANCE IN 30 DAYS!!
AUCTION HIGHLIGHTS
3 Pc Mapie Bedroom Suite • C,oucli • End Table • Coltee Table'
Scie Chairs • Coat Portable TV • Quasar Console Color TV •
Fr c,,, la,re Fleingeralor *Ice Maker • Frigidaire Electric Range •
ANr'Poor Electric Range • Upright Freetor • Chest Fleury •
Sears Washer & Dryer•Several Nice Quits • Lamps•Pots. Pans
Craftsman Serf Propelled WaSi
& Household Misceianeola
Behind Mower• Craftsman Weed Eater • wheel Barrow • Handyman And Yard Tools
1986 Dodge Aries SE 4 Door K der
Aries 16 Fiberglass Bass Boat...Chanson Teaser. Eoueed *115
HP Johnson Motor *Mower Tit Trolling Motor. Aerated Live Weil
And Bilge PJmp
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALEI

n

AUCTION STARTS AT 5:00 P.M. SHARP!!

R

WALKING
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R. CASH
JAMES
-4, AUCTIONEER A REAL ESTATE BROKER
5492-11123-0494- FANCY

:IC

.-.

e

Ji!
FARM, ''r
OM -.Rear

14FT Aluma Craft Semi-V,
15hp Johnson motor, troll
mg motor, battery, heavy
duty trailer $1300 obo in 30
days 753-5694

/

21FT camper fully contained nice $2500 Days
759 9806
nights
753 1861

1 A A 1 Hauling tree trimming tree removal cleaning out sheds attics & odd
lobs Free estimates
4.36-2102 Luke Lamb
Al 1A all around mowing &
tree trimming & light hauling Call 436-2528 ask for
Mark
Al AL'S hauling, yard
work tree removal, mowing Free estimates
759-1683
Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753 0906 after
5pm. 759-9816 753-0495
ADDITIONS bathrooms
garages greenhouses,
framing & new homwa
Tnpp Wolharns 753-0563

YARD
SALE
SEASON
ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale
3 Times and SAVE

7.50
'12 50
15 00

0
--c
--p
. •
r ''•-

9

Frigidaire
Model
#DB-100PW

1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions

Ads must be paid in advance. A '2.00 fee will be
required to make any changes to ad after deadline.

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:
Monday Edition
Friday 3
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3
Friday Edition
Wednesday 3
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by

Mray Ledger &limes
Classified Department

p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Only $248
'Powerful 2-level Wash
-4 Cycles - from Heavy Soil to Rinse &
Dry
-Energy-saying Air Dry Option
- Fully-extendable, Easy to Load Racks
-Available in white

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
CASH & CARRY
Uourt Square - Murray

753-1713
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Today Is Tuesday. July 20. the 201st day at 1991 There are leva
days kit in the year
Lida% 's Highlight in Hauer)
On Juls 20. 1969. "Apollo XI" asUoRaels
e4l Aingensis god
Fdviin 'Rutz" Aldren became the first men to %sail Oh
after their lunar moduk separated from the .iwnmand module and
landed on the lunar surfase
On iii. date
In 1810. Colombia &dared independence from Spain
In 1861, the Congress of the Confederate Stairs began holding se.
skins in Richmond, Va
In IV I. British Columbia entered Confederation As a Canadian
pros ince.
In 1951. Jordan's King Ahdullah Ihn Hussein was assassinated in
Jerusalem.
In 1916. America's "Viking I" robot spacecraft made a successful,
first-eser landing on Mars.
In 197', a flash flood hit Johnstown. Pa., killing
people and
causing S350 million worth of damage.
In 1984, Vanessa Williams. Miss America 1984, was asked by
pageant officials to resign because of nude photographs of her that
turned up in "Penthouse" magaime. (Williams relinquished her title
three days later.,
In 1990, Supreme Court Justice William J. Brennan, one of the
court's most liberal voices, announced he was stepping down.
Ten years ago: The U.S. House of Representatives censured two
members,-Illinois Republican Daniel Crane and Massachusetts Democrat Gerry Studds, both of whom admitted having had sexual relations
with teen-age congressional pages. ABC anchorman Frank Reynolds
died in Washington at age 59.
Five years ago: Massachusetts Gov. Michael Dukakis received the
Democratic presidential nomination at the party's convention in
Atlanta. Iranian leader Ayatollah Khomeini accepted a truce with Iraq,
even though he said the decision was like drinking poison.
One year ago: Vaclav Havel, the playwright who'd led the "Velvet
Revolution" against Communism, formally stepped down as president
of Czechoslovakia.
Today's Birthdays: Actress-singer Sally Ann Howes is 63. Video
artist Nam June Paik is 61. Sen. Barbara A. Mikulski, D-Md., is 57. _
Actress Diana Rigg is 55. Singer Kim Carnes is 47.
Thought for Today: "A very great part of the mischiefs that vex
this world arises from words." — Edmund Burke, British statesman
(1729-1797).

A search coalmines kr a Mee
tisk toonhosod who bst a
.22 -month • old boy Mans Mince
tin Ja4 7 He as taking sets-esbees
sacs int as a precaution even
though the dog has not been
lound. The dog was in an isolated
pin at the Sane home. but
....aped on the ninth day of the
10-day quarantine period.
Local health officials have
reported there has been a case of
Rocky Mountain Spotted fever in
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Bolts reported include a boy
to Mt. and Mrs James C. Gallimore. June 22, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. David Thorn, July 10, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Donal Rowlett,
July 13, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Alexander, July IS, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Steve Steele,
July 18. ,

Twenty years ate

As sehibit %eft by *Aim
lehe Ostia Itaelesem se ems
ea Maple, at Capes Theatre,
Merray.

Thirty years ag•
A - huger, of South Pleasant
started
Offerst Moho&st
to 1834. is pahlRhed I- nis in

Dos Narsay, David Glenses.
Ana Kelly Daiwa_ noon Caws-

copy and

way. Jatk Johnson. Bud Sulk.
Nan ty Curtis and Debbie
Ms,Cord %CR' aft led SS °fillers
of ('allowas Count) Young
Democrats
The Res Billy Turner. pastor
Of First Baptist Church at Hickory. is the speaker at a revival
meeting at North Fork Baptist
Church.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Berkley, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Christopher
Latundce, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Holt and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Steve Salyer, July 10.
Wally Young won Men's Invitational Golf Tournament at Oaks
Country Club. His score was 136.

Mr. and Mrs. James Brown and
daughter. Barbara, have returned
from a vacation in Great Smoky
Mountains National Park and
Chattanooga, Tenn.

It. 4.

Murray. furnished the
the ;lecture of the present church building
Mrs James Perkins ssho made
her home in Japan fur several
years was speaker at the Japanese
luncheon held by Woman's Association of College Presbyterian
Church. Mrs. Paul Lynn made the
Japanese decorations.
Sandra Kay Smith and Gerald
Rex Gallinsore were married June
22 at Hazel Baptist Church.
Births reported include a boy
to Dr. and Mrs. Joseph Pace. July

of

DEAR ABBY. Could you please
answer the following question for
me: When your spouse dies, are his
parents still your in-laws"
I am involved with a widower
call John, who always refers to his
late wife's parents as -my
I do not consider my late hushand's family my -in-laws any
Longer. To be honest with you. I am
glad to he nd of-them ---- with the
exception of one. whipm I consider a ,
friend now,-not
I feel that John is having trouble
letting goof his late wilt's memory.
as he still calls her parents his inlaws. I haven't any problem with
his being friends with them. but

after a couple is divorced, they no
longer have in-laws, so why not in
death?
WONDERINtl
DEAR WONDERING: When
'John's wife died, technically,
her parents became his former
in-laws, hut he probably continues to refer to them as his inlaws out of habit and respect to
their former relationship.
* * *

DEAR ABBY. As I begin my seeid year of medical school, I need
some advice on how to respond to

those ignorant people who assume
that since I am female. I am studying to he a nurse. Men arid women
alike are guilty of this stereotypical
error.
Please don't get me wrong. I
have just as much,respect for nurses — they work as hard as some
physicians. but women are seldom
given the credit they deserve
I once heard the following statement: "Oh, so you're in medical
sc-hool? My-sister is -a- nu rse.-tour - •
I cannot tell you how angry this
makes me. and I am not alone.
Many of my female classmates also
feel this way.
Do yop have a response that

BLONDIE

THE FAR SIDE

THEN SUGGEST
SETT,E YOullt ACCOuNT
ACTEP TkE
Fiwtz-si , FINE JUST GO

By GARY LARSON

- HUSBAND

lloniebod:
pouse. I hey
par-cr.

erw,
fin
CALVIN

DEAR FUTURE DOCTOR:

Anyone who is confused at
t
the role of a student in medical
school should he told that
future phyrfiCians•Artilrained in
medical schools, and future
nurses are trained in nursing
schools.
44*

DFAR ABM': You aught to he
- ashamed of yourself tar ads'sing
Mrs. Bogus whose name '.5 is
changed from Buguslaskii to sjick .
with "bogus- because it's muchi east__ _
er to spell, prinlInInce and reniembet-- I am 'proud of my heathers 'far
not changing our name which is
_SzCze_raiski. ,aie that might havi
heen easier to,spell and. remember.
I aria also proud of-our grandchil---dren-who never complained about
ouFilairle-whil'h IS Mit eaSy lii Sp1.1-1.
pronaunce sir remember.
TILERESA SZCZEPANtikl
SIENKIEWIR
JERSEY f
DEAR TIIE-RP:A: to you mind
if I just call you "Theresa-?+ You

TtE Cotkc VRW. IMP@
Jki\1LtsM_E . COMMERCIAL
HACK WORK.

A PAINTING Of A COMIC
5TRW PANEL SOPHISTIcATID
PHILOSONIC ALLY
RONA
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Dr. Gott

R07:

•

753-0411

expresses our feelings without
offending the speaker?
By the way. in class m medical
school is -10 percent female - - the
highest percentage ever in thischi.ol.
MS 1.1"l'URE IR it ToR IN I. I

and HOBBES

PAINT
.
SPIRiTuAL1.1

ny

as president at a meeting 01 Slat
ray I ions Club held al 1 sm.
Come Bryan Tolky is the fell,
mg president
A puhls meeting was held at
allow
Counts Courthouse OP
Jul 21 the purpose was to des
cu.% the !mutation of a country
tluh in Calloway County.
lirc drni.iged the Blue Heaven
tale on %finh 1hiid Suedt yesterday about 11:25 a.m.
Juanita Evaline Williams and
Robert Edwin Sparks were married July 12 at First Baptist
Church, Murray. ,
Recent births reported at Murrag_Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. James Hutchens, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Jewel Jones, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Hoy Higgins
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Russell
Tcrhunc.

Deal Abby
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By Peter H. Gott N1.D.
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CATHY

IT'S 50 11/1R11
TO /SET OUT Of
THE HOUSE IN
THE MORNING,
CATHY
•

I MEAN, TM SURE AN CHILDKNOW WHAT REN WILL BE OK. THEY'LL 8E
YOU MEAN, FINE. MILLIONS OF MOTHERS
WORK. ITS GOOD FOR KIDS TO
ANDREA.
SEE THEIR MOTHERS WORK.

l'M A &000 ROLE MODEL. MY-1 TNOTHINer LIKE A WORKING
MOM TO SNAP THE 610, "DID
TIME WITH THEM 15 REITER
BECAUSE I'M NOT WITH THEM I WEAR THE RIGHT LiPGLOSS"
DEBATE iNTO PERSPECTIVE,
Aft THE TIME. WE NEED THE

MONEY. I HAVE NO CHOICE. "
THEY KNOW I LOVE THEM.
THEY'LL BE OK. I HOPE THEAti
RE OK. I HOPE I'M DON&
THE RIGHT THING.— AM
DOING THE RIGHT THIN& ..

"Ernie! Look what you're doing —
take those shoes'off!"

;15J,iil

Crosswords
ACROSS
FOR BETTER

or

FOR WORSE

1 Do wrong
4 Beg
9 Viper

THE StogE_ WILL BE.
=SING IN 15 MitslUTE-8,
SHOPPERS.71-trinli-c
Fog StioPPING
ME-GFIFC00.

12 Falsehood"
13 Lasso
14 — a la mode

15 — syrup
17 Is unsteady
19 Volcanic

emanation
21 Edible seed
22 Penalty
25 Narrow, flat
boards
29 Above
30 Go in
32 Italian
currency

33 Bushy clump
35 Doctrine
GARFIELD

37 Chinese
pagoda
38 Stumble
40 Plays the
leading role

WOW ]
TIMMY FELL DOWN
THE OLP WELL?

WHAT IS
IT, BOY?

Atip
TONWID
%lurk

Ak

15

PEANUTS
7-To

1715 5AID THAT WHEN
P065 DRINK FROM THE
RIVER NILE,THEY DO IT WHILE
RUNNING 50 AS NOT TO SE
SEIZE() ete CROCOPILE5..

(
1.1

16,114j
rool,

_
s

FEEL RIDICULOUS

58 Unattached
60 Stalemate

61 Strong desire
62 Savory
63 Greek letter
DOWN

1 Shade tree
2 Inlet
3 Answer
4 Forestall
5 Chinese
distance
measure
6 Dine
7 Above and
touching

Answer to Previous Puzzle

-DI
o pi

ADMI T
130P
WELLS
a
A El E
LASINIII9
DEPORT
RH
AYES
ALOI
NIP
BOOR
STREAMEWS
OUR
MS
NEE
P01
AT
YOLO
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MORE
NIT
TRIP
ERIE
EM
ADROIT
CHASES
ACE
SPITE
HEW
KEW
HATES
IRE

7-20 cF) 1993 United Feature Syndicate
8 Tropical
fruits
9 Imitate
10 Title of
respect
11 Footlike part

16 Crippled
18 High
20 Poker stakes
22 Certain golf

shots
• 23 To the left
24 Temporary
shelters
26 River island
27 Barter
28 Scorches
31 Harvests
34 Expire
36 Handled
39 Fondles
41 Battle wound
44 Walks
unsteadily
46 Angry

MEM MEMIN MAI
UM MEM= MEM
MIMI EMIIMMEM
MEW MEM
MMOIMMIN MINIM
WI will.= MOM
MEM MEMO MEM
MEM AMIN ME
MMINIMME
MEM WM=
MINIMMEM MUM
MEM WINNE MEM
IMM MIMI WI=
12

4000
WWI

42 Phys.
43 Beef animal
45 Sort; variety
47 Beverage
49 District in
Germany
50 Gift
54 Snares
57 The Lion

I/E.Mt OR GOTT. I've been diag
nosed with glaucoma and would like
auormation on the topic My doctor
realizes Fin a very nervous individual
and have a tendency to panic
Thereliire. he neviT provides much
intormat ion
BEAR READER. Perhaps it your
doctor supplied more -information.
you'd be less anxious. In my experi ence. withholding facts from appre
hensive people merely worsens their
apprehension. Like children waiting
to get punished. we sometimes antic'
pate something far worse than the act
itself • At any rate, glaucoma is a common
disease of unknown cause. marked by
an increase -in:the pressure of the
fluid with-in the.eyebaft There are sev .
eral types of glaucoma: all are caused
by an imbalance between the production and outflow of this fluid
Glaucoma may cause no symptoms.
but as the pressure rises. patients
experience headache. blurred vision
and halos around lights, which
progress to nausea and hiss of vision.
Untreated glaucoma can lead to total
blindness.
This eye disorder is diagnosed by
measuring the pressure within the
eyeball. Patients with glaucoma
should be under the care of aphthal
nuilogisis or. in severe cases. eyethw
tors who specialize in glaucoma
In most patients with glaucoma.
the pressure can be controlled by
using eyedrops that promote fluid
drainage from within the eye Orops
containing pilocarpine. timolol or

betaxolol are the most common_
Occasionally-, diuretics in pill form
may be necessary. Patients who don't
respond to medical therapy may have
to consider surgery.
Glaucoma is more prevalent in
blacks and in persons with diabetes
However, the disease occurs so Ire
quently in the adult population that

most experts recommend periodic eye

examination for all people. starting in
midlife.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I recently sawa
specialist because of a tumor in my
head diagnosed as an acoustic neuroma. Please discuss this condition.
DEAR READER: Acoustic neuromas. tumors that arise from the
acoustic nerve near the ear, comprise
about 7 percent of all growths within
48 Ox of
the head. No one knows their cause.
Celebes
50 Mirk at one's
As the tumor enlarges, it leads to
trade
hearing loss and tinnitus fringing in
51 Female ruff
the ears). which can progress to deaf52 Vast age
ness. The diagnosis- is made by an
53 Cover
MRI scan. Small acoustic neuromas
55 Hole
can be removed by microsurgery,
56 Ocean
59 Juan's 'yes'
which minimizes damage to surrounding structures. Larger growths usually require traditional neurosurgery.
After successful surgery. the outlook
is favorable.
1993 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
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Mark Lee Barber
Mark Lee Barber. 32, of Fort
Lauderdale, Fla.. died Monday at
his home. His death followed an
extended illness.
He was a partner in the M. &
L. Catering Company, Fort
Lauderdale. He was a member of
Glendale Road Church of Christ,
Murray, and of Alpha Tau Omega
fraternity at Murray State
University.
Born Feb. I, 1961, in Murray,
he was the son ,of Kenneth L.
Barber and Joyce McCage
Barber.
Survivors include his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Barber, Murray; his

Edgar Rowland

grandmother, Mrs. Avice Barnett;
one sister, Mrs. Stacie Roney and
husband, Jeff, Memphis, Tenn.;
two brothers, Keith Bather and
wife, Suellen, Houston, Texas,
and Tim Barber and wife, Lynn,
Harvest, Ala.; one niece, Emily
Barber; three nephews, Alex,
Nicholas and Casey Barber.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy be in the
form of donations to American
Cancer Society.

Burie Melville (Ned) Coleman
Burie Melville (Ned) Coleman,
88, Rt. 2, Murray, died Monday
at 10:55 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
A retired farmer, he was a graduate of former New Concord
High School. He was a member
of Coles Camp Ground United
Methodist Church and Murray
Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons, having
received his 40-year pin.
His wife, Mrs. Mary Bagwell
Coleman, one son, Dwain Melville Coleman, one sister, Audrie
Coleman Duncan, and three
brothers, Dewey, Raymond and
Desmer Coleman, preceded him
in death. Born Nov. 29, 1904, in
Calloway County, he was the son
of the late Lynch Coleman and
Lula McNutt Coleman.

Survivors include one son,
Zane Coleman and wife, Twila,
Rt. 2, Murray; one sister, Mrs.
Cammie Coleman Lovins, and
one sister-in-law, Mrs. Eathel
Coleman, Murray; one brother-inlaw, Larry Duncan, Marysville,
Ind.; three grandchildren, Mike
Coleman and wife, Karen, Steve
Coleman and wife, Soyna, and
Phyllis C. Stipp and husband,
Randy; five great-grandchildren,
Tracy, Steven and Eric Coleman,
and Karman and Derek Stipp.
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The
Rev. Kendrick Lewis will officiate. Burial will follow in Coles
Camp Ground Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
(Tuesday).

Mrs. Thelma Johnson Ross
Mrs. Thelma Johnson Ross, 79,
of Calloway Street, Murray, died
Monday at 5:30 p.m. at West
View Nursing Home.
She had retired as executive
housekeeper at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital and was a member of Grace Baptist Church.
Born Aug. 22, 1913, in Henry
County, Tenn:, she was the
daughter of the late Ben Cox and
Lela Lampkins Cox.
Survivors include one son,
Bobby R. Johnson and wife, Sara,
Murray; four foster children,
Louise Tipton, Donnie Tipton,
Charles Tipton and Jimmy Tip-

ton, all of Murray; one sister,
Mrs. Ida McCoy, St. Louis, Mo.;
five grandchildren, Deborah
Brandon, Mitchell Johnson,
Cynthia Trenhulin and husband,
Robert, Sonia Thomason and husband, Dale, and Jill Proctor and
husband, Britt; 12 greatgrandchildren.
Services will be Wednesday at
10:30,a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The
Rev. R.J. Burpoe will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 5 to 9 p.m. today
(Tuesday),

Willie Harris Tharpe Sr.

Services for Edgar Rowland
were Monday at 2:30 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. John Dale and Garry
Evans officiated.
Pallbearers were Charles Rowland, Clay Walker, Richard
Stroude, Ken Mott, Bobby Boyd
and Jason Stroude, active; Deacons and Elders of Glendale
Road Church of Christ, along
with Frank Hargis, honorary.
Burial was in Outland Cemetery.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy be in the
form of donations to Glendale
Road Church of Christ.
Mr. Rowland, 85, of Rt. 2,
Murray, Coles Camp Ground
Road, died at 7:04 a.m. Saturday
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Joye Outland Rowland; one
daughter, Mrs. Peggy Hendon
and husband, L.J., Murray; four
sons, Edgar Rowland Jr. and
wife, Grace, Ortenville. Mich.,
Norris Rowland and wife, Dorothy, and Danny Rowland, Murray, and Michael Rowland and
wife, Carol, Nashville, Tenn.;
two sisters, Mrs. Virginia Woodall and Mrs. Mamie Evans and
husband, Ralph, Almo; nine
grandchildren; 12 greatgrandchildren.

The funeral for Miss Grace
Lou Dowdy was today at 10 a.m.
in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Charles Dinkins officiated. Burial was
in Maplewood Cemetery there.
Miss Dowdy, 95, of Lockridge
Street, Mayfield, died Friday at
11:58 p.m. at Baptist Memorial
Hospital, Union City, Tenn.
Survivors include a half sister,

Steve Zea, of the Murray Chamber of Commerce, was the guest
speaker at the regular meeting of the
Murray Lions Club Tuesday night.

Swarm of
killer bees
kills Texan
HARLINGEN, Texas (AP) —
An 82-year-old rancher was
killed by a swarm of killer bees
in the first deadly attack in the
United States since the pests first
appeared in this country in 1990.
Lino Lopez was attacked last
we-et-apparently while trying to
drive the bets out of a wall in an
abandoned house by poking a
stick wrapped with a burning burlap bag into their hive. He died
with about 40 stingers still in his
body.
Kim Kaplan, a spokeswoman
-for-the-thS-Altepartment-uf-Agr1=-culture in Greenbelt, Md., said
Monday that the agency's laboratory confirmed that the bees
were Africanized, or killer, bees.
The bees migrated north from

HOG MARKET

Wilford Smith
Funeral rites for Wilford Smith
were Monday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield. The Rev. Wayne Rambo and the Rev. Harry Yates officiated. Burial was in New Liberty
Cemetery.
Mr. Smith, 78, Rt. 5, Mayfield,
died Saturday at 6:45 p.m. at his
home.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Geneva Mae James Smith;
one daughter, Mrs. Diane Outland, Murray; one son, Dale
Smith, Mayfield; two sisters,
Mrs. Pearl Riley, Calloway
County, and Mrs. Robbie Pigg,
Graves County; three brothers,
Raymond Smith, Graves County,
Hershel! Smith, Trigg County,
and William Smith, Marshall
County; three grandchildren.

Mrs. Juanita Parsley, Bloomdale,
Mich.; two half brothers, Dan
Dowdy, Montana, and George
Dowdy, Oregon; two nieces,
Elsie Mae Cushen, Lafette, La.,
and Hannah Blalock, Dayton,
Ohio; two nephews, Larry Blalock, Gainsvillc, Fla., and Charles Blalock, Mayfield.

Feilsral-Sbas Merle Netts Units July YA, 1993
Kestveky Portion Arat Ilse Markel Bawllacksiss 3
Buyies *sans Iteralpec Act. 2211, SAL 210111errsort
Gil.glaady Sums 1.00 Ismier
US 1-2 2310-256
11113.51144.011
US 1-2 2111.23,
bliS.5041,00
LS 2-3 2,1111.3/4
-543.11043.5111
LS 34 2411-2711
542.1043.1111
Sous
US 1-2 2711.355 lbs.----529.1111-341.110
US 1-3 IMAM lbs.
15.3111
US 1-3 41111-525
5341.011-32.1141
US .1-3 525 sod up
531.011-32.110
US 2-3 3011.515 lbs.
533.011-14.*0
I..,, $34.1111-15.110
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MOSCOW (AP) — Hare
Krishnas sell books in the Moscow subway. A placard at a train
station advertises a Jehovah's
Witnesses' convention. A TV
commercial announces the "Festival of Jesus" conducted by a
Canadian preacher.
A flood of missionaries has
infuriated the Orthodox Church
and prompted lawmakers to propose a ban on foreign proselytism.
But foreigners and Russians are
joining forces against what they
call a resurgent "Orthodox
lobby."
"Russia is choosing the path
of open struggle against pluralism
of ideas and beliefs," seven of
Russia's major Protestant leaders
wrote President Boris Yeltsin in a
letter released Monday.
The Russian-American Association for Spiritual Renewal said
the law would deny religious liberty for up to 3 million Russian
Protestants.
The Supreme Soviet amended
Russia's ,3-year-old law on religious freedom last week to ban
missionary work, publishing and
advertising by foreign citizens or
religious organizations.
The legislation requires foreign
religious groups to become affiliated with Russian organizations
or to obtain government
accreditation.

Steve Zea speaks about
economic development

The funeral for Willie Harris daughters, Mrs. Dorothy Ann
'flame Sr. is today at 1 p.m. at Haynes, Louisville, and Mrs. Jan
Mount Horeb Freewill Baptist Yvonne Bridges, Japan; three
Church, Murray. The Rev. Lester sons, Willie Harris Tharpe Jr.,
:
*. Tharpe,--Lottisvil-—Ir.- Peoples Is officiating.
--ancFStephen
Burial will follow in Murray
le, and Jimmy Musgrow, BelMemorial Gardens with arrange- gium; one sister, Mrs. Evelyn
Ellis, Milwaukee, Wis.; two
ments by Hamock Funeral Home
brothers, William Tharpe, Shaof Paducah.
Mr. Tharpe Sr., 75, Murray, ron, Tenn., and George Tharpe,
died Thursday at 9:15 p.m. at his
Hazel; 21 grandchildren; 17 Brazil and have been found in
great-grandchildren; one great- Texas an Arizona.
home.
Survivors include his wife,
great-grandchild; one aunt; severMrs. Annie Louise Tharpe; two
al nieces and nephews.

Miss Grace Lou Dowdy

Russia's new legislation
on religion under fire
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Zca spoke to the local civic group
about economic development in
Murray and Calloway County.
Responding to questions from the
club members, Zca mentioned several new projecis that are being
planned to boost the local economy,
including the Special Activities
Building at Murray State, new interstate roads.through the county, and
plans to attract new businesses to
Murray.
In other business, the budget for
the 1994 fiscal year was presented
to the club members,and plans were
made for travel groups to visit other
area Lions Clubs. Contact James
Rogers or any Lion for more information.

Yeltsin must sign before it
becomes law. The objecting organizations are pressuring him to
send it back to the legislature for
softening.
But presidential spokesman
Anatoly Krasikov said he saw
"no reason" for Yeltsin to
oppose IL
Sergei Kovalcv of the legislature's human rights committee:
lawmaker Gleb Yakunin, an
Orthodox clergyman, and other

critics say the law is discriminatory and may serve only the interests of the Moscow patriarchy.
"It was adopted under pressure
from the Orthodox lobby," said
Alexander Firisiuk, executive
secretary of an organization that
unites Baptists in the former
Soviet Union.

Local woman named
assistant director
of West Ky. Tech
Beverly McKinney Harris is the
new assistant director of West Kentucky State Vocational-Technical
School.
Harris, marketing coordinator
for five years, succeeds Robert
Town, who retired June 30.
Harris was selected by a sixmember committee consisting of
West Kentucky Tech staff members, local education and business
leaders, and members of the Workforce Development Cabinet.
Nine other applicants from Kentucky and other states were interviewed.
Harris earned a bachelor's
degree, master's degree and certification for administration from
Murray State University. She was a
distributive education instructor for
seven years and an industry training coordinator for five years.

Commercial
Residential
Industrial
New Construction - Repairs
Maintenance
Quality Electrical Work Since• 1971
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Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Price

Chg

Dow Jones Ind. Asg.
-716
DJIA Previous Close.......3520.76
4214
Air Products
6454 • 34
AT&T
Bell South
Briggs & Stratton...—. 66
56://28
C
Brhirstyol
sierMyers Squibb-5734 •
4334 Dean Foods
Faxon
Fisher Price ..............................
..
.. mane
Ford Motor
General Electric.—
:/i.
:
:
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tm ric
aihMotors
47/
1
2Goody ear
I B
Ingersoll Rand.

44
4'
4124/1%i
'
.31'4
31'i. • '4

K I. Energy....... .....
Kroger
1834 - 1,2
L6& E
397/. • '4
McDonalds
Merck .................
J.C. Penney
44,4 Peoples F'irsi*
371 111 39A
Quaker Oats
64'4 6554 •)4
47i 4 • 1 1.
Sears
4714
Texaco
621 - 3+8
Time Warner
38'4 • /
1
2
...........

:

• Hithard Lyons is a market maker in this
stock
UNC price unchanged
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